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ABSTRACT
Thu effect of solids loading ratio, glass particle size,
and air Reynolds numbers on the pressure drop and flow character-
istics of a dilute air-solid suspension in turbulent pipe flow
has been studied experimentally. The phenomenon of drag reduction
has been found to occur for certa.n particle loadings and particle
sizes in both vertical and horizontal flow. An explanation based
on -the interaction of the particles with the turbulent structure
of the fluid in the vicinity of the wall has been suggested.
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rSULIMRY
A closed 'loop experimental setup was assembled for the pur-
pose c1i making pressure drop and turbulence measurements for dilute
gas solid suspensions flowing; in a tube. The apparatus included a
two-phase flow meter for solids concentration determination and
solid state anemonetry for velocity and turbulence measurements.
Five different sizes of glass beads ranging from s nominal
diameter of 10 to 60 microns were circulated at loading ratios up
to 2.5. Three different air Reynolds number ranges from 12,000 to
25,000 were investigated in both a vertical and horizontal test
sectic -i.
The results of the investigation showed that for the vertical
test section lower pressure drops were'obtained for all of the
dilute gas-solid suspensions studied than were observed for the
pure gas at the same gas Reynolds number. For the horizontal test
section, pressure drop increases above the pure gas values were
found for the two largest sized particles but decreases were also
observed with the smaller particles.
The vertical test section results may be explained in terms of
the interaction of the particles and the fluid energy in the vicinity
of •che wall. The results for the horizontal test section could not
be wholly explained on this basis due to the "segregated" and
"bouncing" flow phenomena observed with the larger particles.
L
I(
Turbulence measu'remenzs made in a vertical section show an
increase in the centerline intensity of turbulence when drab
ruduetion was observed. This might indicate that a build-up o.0
tLic laminar sublayer is caused by the particle extracting energy
from the fluid near the wall. Similar trends have been reported
in cases of drag reduction with liquids.
Y
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histori.ally the first use of gas - solids suspensions	 =
ocnuzrcd in the convey-ng of food and materials, When the
unique contracting properties of suspensions of finely divided
materials in a gas became e vr.Jent, however, their application
was no longer lim;red to	 mediums, but spread to
include many physical	 as well. Gas-solid suspen-
sions are now being considered as nuclear reactor coolants
and as working f-luids in o` -ven^:ional gas power cycles for
space power gene-a.-ors.
The advantag s of using such suspensions include <^-ase of
handli^-:g p: _ : ? s: n Of ;a.rg^• 3 :dace areas for mass and heat
transfer s a_n j a-der certain _onditions a higher convec,ive
heat fi>-ansfe? -orff-r.i2nt ::han that of pure bas, One of the
most mporta.nr drawbar.ks to the use ^f these suspensions;,
however, is the dearth of knowledge concerning their flow proper-
ties, EvenEv  tho?igh gas-solid suspensions find such widespread
applications, the pred_ction of pressure losses associated
with their flow is still mostly an empirical art.
One would expect that as the suspensions become less and
less --oncer_t -ated the flow properties would be more readily
characterized ard'mcre easily understood - approaching those of
the gas. Howe>;er, the opposite is true. The flow of dilute
gas-solid suspensions is even less predL-.table than that of
concentrated suspensionse
Some investigators have found that the addition of small
amounts of solids to a turbulently flowing g p- s have _ncreased
r
2^
V
the frictional resistance to flow•, whereas others :ave reported
a phenomenon which could be tnterprNted as drag reduccion,.
For the purposes of this investigation, drag reduction will
be said to occur when, upon the addition of a second phase to
a flowing fluid, a decrease in frictional resistance below that
obtained with the pure fluid und- r the same flew conditions is
observed,
Drag reduction with liquids has been widely reported
and is an established fact. Drag reduction with gas-solid
suspensicns is a dubious phenomena with only meager evidence
supporting i.r.
One of i-hE purposes cf this investigation -was to design
and develop a closed loop experimental system for the .Jeter-
mination of suspension. pressure drops as a function of con-
centration of so Lids„ particle diameter„ and ga; Reynolds
number. The investigation concentrates on dilute gas--
solid suspensions in turbulent flow, so as to ascertain the
reality of drag r : 3izct ion o Since little information was
available on the effect'-.   (:^f particle size on turbulent flow
characteristics of a suspension, various particle sizes
are studied in the investi.gationo All particle sizes are
50-microns or less in diameter, since previous analytical and
experirren tai results indicated that drag reduction will not
occur with larger sizes. The experimental system includes
both vertical and horizontal test sections and both glass and
metal sections.
The experimental set-up also includes provisions for
turbulence and gals velocity profile measu-.ements. With the
experimental results obtained during this investigation;, an
attempt is made to clarify the drag reduction phenomena
and other aspects of dilute gas-solid flow.
30
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In the following pages some of the more significant and 	 .
recent literature relating to the flow characteristics of gas-
solid suspensions will be summarized. This literature survey
will be presented in three parts: the first part vill review
experimental studies of gas-solid suspension flow, the second
part will deal with some of the theoretical analyses and
turbulence studies in gas-solid suspension flow, and the
t:-trd part will be a brief discussion on drag reduction re-
ported e-ith liquid-polymer systems. In order to further
understanding and simplify reading of the following text,
however, a brief background section describing some of the more
frequently used terms, definitions, and concepts found in this
work will be presented prior to the summary of the literature.
BACKGROUND MATERIAL
The two concepts most commonly used to describe the
presEare toss of gas-solid suspensions are the drag coefficient
and equivalent friction factor models. Both models are based
on the assumption that the mixture flows at a velocity greater
than either the saltation velocity in horizontal tubes (the
lowest possible velocity required to keep a specific particle
in suspension) or the choking velocity in vertical tubes (the
minimum velocity required to prevent the suspension from being
transported up the tube in slug flow). Under these conditions
the pressure drop for the general flow of gas-solid suspensions
through tubes is considered to be composed of the following
5s i.t . .
for of the gas against the pipe wall.
f rx,ct i.on between the sc lids and the pipe wall
or^e regla.Lred to move the solids through
t 1	 nape.
t = fors, required to accelerate the gas to its
clt;l:itbr.ium volo.-ityo
'ncc "once required to accelerate the particles to
them i^quilit,rium velocity.
r	 ver* cal tubes, Lhe force required to support the
-7 ' ^Yht of sot ids an(u gab.
For r ' +	 1, 1	 1 ±_ii.clenr model and the equivalent friction
factor	 az-< basea on the inclusion of the preceding forces
in varvi :-:;,	 <rr-^es and Forms. A description of these models
a= r: r.. - - - T -n the two subsections that follow.
L)rap, Coefficient Model
c-r1m?r (ref. 1) present the following equation
 (ref. 2) for predicting the pres •:ure dro,^
01 a u .. __.. nispension
D P = -^y F;__ +	 ^^	 +	 2 a vg :A—L
Lg	 g D
u'c!	 Particle	 Flui8 to
Ac. el.eration
	
pipe friction
	
e rp
	
+	 f•p L
	
ide	 height of
z	 ic,r:	 particles
(Vertical
tubes only)
Oo
where Qp ' the bulk density of solid = Ps - P, lb solid/ft3
mixture, and f p ' is the particle friction factor based on
particle velocity and particle density in the mixture.
For a horizontal tube of constant diameter that is of
sufficient length so chat acceleration forces can be neglected
(particles and fluid having reached their respective equili-
brium velocities), this equation reduces to
dPs = 2f , ev -' L	 +	 2f ' P' v s'L	 (2)
gc	 gc
By use of the Fanning equation
QPg = 2fg P g
	
(3)
c
dividing AP  by APg , the following reation is obtained
I&Ps 	 = 1 + f ' PI 2
AAXg	 B gvg	 (4 )
Defining the ratio of the mass flow rate of particles to the
mass flow rate of pure gas as the loading ratio, -q
""g	 Pgvg
	
(5)
then
dPs 	 1 + f IV  ,yl	 (6)
ETg	 =g vg
Before equation (2) can be used to determine AP .,, however,
a means of obtaining both f p ' and v  is necessary,
For particle sizes showing a significant velocity lag or
R7.
slip between the particles and the transporting fluid, Hinkle
(ref. 2) assumed the pressure drop due tc; the presence of the
particles to be caused entirely by the drag of the fluid on
the particles. In this case, the particle-to-wall friction
can be neglected in comparison with the drag. Based on this
assumption, the pressure
2f ' D
gc
or
fp" i 
nC _1616(
drop due to the particle drag is
nCD 8(vg vp fr D L	 (7)
gc
T v^p )TrDp D	 (8;
P vp
where n is the number of particles per cubic foot of mixture
and CD is the standard drag coefficient for spherical particles
defined by
CD =	 8FDgc	 (9)
.rrDp 
Pg vg 	 vp)a-
where FD is the drag force and vg , v 
between the gas and particles. Since
6pT:	 p
frPP` P--V—
then
fp°	 3CDP (v - v )1D
PvP P
is the relative velocity
(ye)
(11)
In order to employ this model the particle velocity must
be known. If experimental values of v  are not available,
the particle velocity can be crudely estimated by assuming vp
to be equal to vg — vps where the terminal settling velocity
8,
cps can be obtained from the standard drag coefficient-Reynolds
number correlation (ref.. 1). However, the attendant difficulty
of obtaining an accurate particle velocity makes this model
difficult to apply in obtaining the particle friction factor.
In addition, the effect of particle-to-wall friction has been
entirely omitted. For example, for particles small enough to
show no slip (vg m vp ), the model woul^' predict no additional
pressure drop due to the particles.
Equivalent Friction Factor Model
The inherent disadvantages of the previous model indicate
the desirability of having a simpler model to predict suspension
pressure drops. The equivalent friction factor model simply
defines the pressure drop of the suspension as
P ^APs = 2fs9 eg L
	
(12)
gc
where f s ' is an equivalent friction factor and eg is the
density of the gas in the suspension. If this equation is
divided by the Fanning equation for the same gas conditions
in the tube, then
'&Ps	 =	 fs^	 (13)
A
	
B
An alternative definition of the equivalent friction
factor based on suspension density is given by
AP	 2f e. L vs 	 (14)
	
s =	 s sbg
c
Thus f 
s 
I is related to f s , assuming negligible slip between
the particles and the gas, by the relation
PS _
	
f 	 —	 f  Q
	
— fs (1+01)	 (15)
8
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In both cases, f s/fg as well as f s '/fg are presumably
functions of loading ratio, gas Reynolds number, particle
diameter, and other properties of the suspension that must
be determined experimentally.
PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
A summary of the more important experimental research
that has been done in the field will now be presented. Since
the present study does not deal with large particles (particle
diameters above 100 microns), only a brief description will
be made of work in this area. A more comprehensive survey
will be presented `or previous studies involving small particles.
Large Particle Studies
A brief review of the literature available from studies
dealire primarily with large particles is presented in the
following sections, and a summary of the operating conditions
and the physical properties of gases and solids used in each
experiment is presented in Table I. The experiments were
conducted at room temperature with pressure levels ranging
from 1 to 3 atmospheres within the various studies.
Vogt and White. - In an early paper by Vogt and White
(ref. 3), the pressure differential required to produce steady
flow of suspensions of sand (Dp 200 9 330 9 440 2 730µ),
clover seed (Dp = 1150 t4) and wheat (D p = 4000 µ) in air
through vertical and horizontal k- inch-diameter pipes was
presented. In their work the loading ratio was varied between
0.6 and 41.6 and the gas Reynolds number ranged from 9000 - 39000,
..0
Vogt and White correlated their data by using a form
similar to that presented by Gasterstadt (ref. 4) in 1920.
Gasterstadt's relation may be written as
WS - = 1 + F^'t	 (16)OPg
where F is not a constant but a complicated function of gas
Feynolds number, particle size, etc. Vogt and White's
R
correlation was presented as
PSAP9 = 1 + By	
2( ^^ 
—PEP
 
Re g 1
	
(17)
where By
 and 1 are functions of the dimensionless group
Rep (CD )^.	 However, Vogt and White's correlation and also
all of their runs with sand are highly questionable due to
the influence of high electrostatic charges which could have
been responsible for the high pressure drops reported for
these particles.
Belden and Kassel. m Belden and Kassel (ref. 5) presented
data on pressure drop required for the vertical transport of
spherical catalyst approximately 1015 and 2030 p in
diameter through two transfer lines with inside diameters of
0,473 and 1.023 inches. In their work the loading ratio
was varied between 0.4 and 14.0 and the gas Reynolds number
ranged from 3,000 - 24,000. Belden and Kassel expressed total
pressure drop as the sum of the static and friction terms
which had previously been combined into one term by Vogt and
White.
11.
Their findings indicated that the pressure drop is nearly
independent of tube-diameter-particle-diameter ratio. Their
results are very questionable, however, due to inaccuracies
caused by entrance and exit losses in the transfer line and
the "somewhat speculative" manner in which particle acceleration
effects ,ere accounted for in their data.
^Jen and Simons.	 The flow characteristics of dense gas-solid
mixtures transported through horizontal pipes were studied by
Even and Simons (ref. 6) using glass beads (D p = 70^, 145ti-
and 275p-) and coal powders ( Dp = 110 qtr, 500 N`' and 740/x'`') in
1, 3/4 and 1 inch glass pipes and a 4 inch steel pipe. The
solid loading ratios used in their work ranged between 80
and 750 and were considerably higher thar those used in
conventional pneumatic transport. The Reynolds numbers range
in this work was between 500 and 9000, so that their system
approximated a moving fluidized bed. Wen and Simons observed
a large amount of slippage between gas and solids. They found
that the solid particle velocities and solid loadings in the
pipe line were the primary factors affecting pressure drops
while particle size a!-xil shape exerted a very slight effect on
pressure drops. Aden and Simons felt that this was due to the
fact that in their loading ratio range the solids move
predominantly in the bott^m of the pipe as agglomerated masses
rather than individually suspended particles.
Dogin and Lebede v. - In the work of Dogin and Lebedev
(ref. 7), an attempt was made to determine the dependence of
the friction factor f s ' of gas-solid suspensions on the
I12.
loading ratio, flow velocity, specific weight, and dimensions
of the particles being conveyed. The materials conveyed by
air in a 5-inch-diameter horizontal pipe were millet
(Dp = 1900µ), peas (Dp = 5760..), turnip seeds (Dp = 1280 ^W),
wheat (Dp = 4000µ), pine kernels (Dp = 8400px), and
sunflower seeds (Dp = 5850 µ-). The loading ratio was varied
between 0 and 15, and the gas Reynolds numbers ranged from
110,000 to 321,000.
Dogin and Lebedev correlated their data by using the
form presented by Gasterstadt. They observed that
&Ps /b^ Pg decreased as the flow velocity of the gas increased
and found that ( Li Ps /Li Pg ) - 1 was proportional to the ratio
of the particle diameter to the pipe diameter taken to the
0.1 power and to the ratio of the densities of particle and
gas Pp / e g . The results of their investigations were
summarized in their final correlation which was given as
G
of
fs ^= fg +	 A D	 Re)*'+ 	 (18)
Frg	 Pg
where Fr  is the gas Froude number equal to vg /gD and A is
a parameter that varied, depending on pipe roughness; between
1 x 10-6 and 2.2 x 10 -6 in the experiments of Dogin and
Lebedev.
Assuming that the relationship for the gas friction factor
fg = .046 (Re) 9- '2
can be app.ueu, and dividing equation (18) by equation (19)
the resultil:g relationship for a given gas, particle density,
and tube diameter becomes
I13.
f 	 1 + c (Dp)0.1 (vg) -^ 0.4^	 (20)p
8
where c is a constant depending on the system. Equation
(20) shows that (f s '/fg ) - 1 should increase slightly with
particle diameter and increase with decreasing gas
velocity. These trends are in good agreement with most of
the literature.
Doig and Roger. - Doig and Roper (ref. 8) measured air
velocity profiles in a 1.7 inch diameter vertical riser in
the presence of suspensions of 304 and 756 micron glass
beads in air. The velocity measurements were made with a
cylindrical transversly oriented Pitot tube which had been
developed and calibrated previously (ref. 9). The loading
ratio was varied between 0 and 6, and the gas Reynolds
numbers ranged from 12,400 to 44,200. The authors presented
their results by means of a series of plots of distribution
parameter ratios as a function of loading ratio with
Reynolds-Froude numbers and particle to conduit size ratios
as parameters. The distribution parameter ratios plotted
were as follows-
a) The suspension to pure gas ratio of the reciprocal
of the power law index for the gas phase.
b) The suspension to pure gas ratio of the relative
distance where the point velocity equals the average
velocity for the gas phase.
14.
c) The suspension to pure gas ratio of the ratio of
centerline to average velocity for the gas.	 .
d) The suspension to pure gas ratio of the core region
slope for the gas.
One of the results of these plots was a rapid decrease
of the power law index ratio with increase of the mass flow
ratio. The authors indicated that this denoted a decrease
in the air velocities near the wall and explains the initial
decrease of heat transfer coefficient with loading ratio
observed by other investigators. The authors also infer that
since corresponding values of this power law index rates for
the 300-micron particles are less than half of those for the
756--micron particles the air velocities near the wall will
be closer to those of the corresponding particle-free air.
The decrease in the velocity gradient predicted by their
plots for the 304-micron particles was less than that predicted
for the 756 micron particles under corresponding conditions.
The authors considered, therefore, that wakes would form down-
stream of the particles which would provide local increases in
momentum transfer. At low mass flow ratios, tho density of
these local increases at the wall would be small and probably
insignificant, particularly for the larger particles. At
higher mass flow ratios it was felt that they may be the cause
of previously observed increase in momentum transfer and the
gas velocity gradient at the walls may be less important to
mass and energy transfer to the walls than eddies produced
by particle wakes.
The authors suggest that the main reason for finding
reduced air velocities near the wall at low loading ratLL,D was 	 .
the higher particle concentration at the walls occurring at
these low mass flow ratios.
:mother interesting result of this st y >dy was that the
plot of axial velocity ratios indicated a similar degree
of flattening of the velocity profile at the higher mass
flow ratios for both particles. A flattening of the velocity
profile in the core region suggest- an increase in the eddy
momentum diffusivity, which indicates that momentum transfer
is occurring and might signify a decrease of the eddy s,7aie
of turbulence approaching the particle dimension and an
increase in the wave number in the core regions
Through photographic measurement of particle velocities,
it was also found that the particle velocity distributions
for the 304-micron glass beads tended to be closer to the ai.r
velocity distributions than those obtained for the 756
particles under corr_^ Vonding conditions.
Other work. - Other important experimental studies involving
pressure drop of gas-solid suspensions using large particles
include the work of Hariu and Molstad (ref. 10), Clark,
Charles, Richardson, and Newitt (ref. ll)y and the theses
of Hinkle (ref, 2); Helander (ref. 12); and Mitlin (re.f. 13).
The experimental data from these works were thoroughly
analyzed by Julian (refs 14) in order to --erify his eddy
viscosity model. Therefore, a description of these works
will not be repeated herein; however, a summary of the range
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of the operating variables involved appears in Table I.
Small Particle Studies
Due to the fact that the experimental work in this
study deals with small particles, a comprehensive review of
gas-solid suspension research primarily interested in particle
sizes of 100 microns or less will be presented in the
following pages. In order to clarify some of the apparent
inconsistencies in the reported data, studies using horizontal
and those employing vertical test sections will be
separately described.
Horizontal test section studies.
Most small particle research reported in the :'.".terature
has been performed in experimental loops utilizing a
horizontal test section. A review of this work appears on the
following pages, and a summary of the operating conditions
and the physical properties of gases and solids used in each
experiment is presented in Table II.
Farbar. - Farber (ref. 15) measured the flow characteristics
of solid-gas mixtures in both a horizontal and a vertical
pipe 0.69 inch in diameter using a mixture consisting of
silica-alumina catalyst and air. The loading ratio was
varied between 0 and 16, and the particles had a size
distribution varying from less than 10 microns to greater
than 220 microns with an average diameter of 50 microns.
The gas Reynolds number was varied between 17,000 and 50,000.
As a result of his studies, Farbar was able to report
that AP./ p Pg M fs '/fg appeared to decrease when the gas
f
1$.
k
Fflow rate or (Re) gwas increased. Farbar also reported that
AP s / DYg increased as "1 was increased up to '►'1 = 10.
Although his data above n= 10 were inadequate to establish
a definite variation, he proposed that above this value
the loading ratio no longer has an effect on the pressure
drop of the suspension. It should be noted, however, that
Farbar presents no correlation for his data and that the
data as given in his paper for vertical transport are
inconveniently presented because the author neglected to
subtract the gravity head (the pressure drep caused by
supporting a vertical column of the suspension) from the
total pressure drop to obtain the pressure drop caused by
friction alone. Although Farbar chose to draw a single line
through all of his horizontal section data, several lines
could have been drawn for different values of (Re)g.
In his conclusions, Farbar also indicated that the
results obtained using a wide particle size spectrum such
as was used in his work would differ considerably from
those obtained using flow mixtures containing particles of
fixed size.
Mehta, Smith and Comings. - In the work of F.ehta, Smith, and
Comings (ref. 16) 36- and 97-micron - diameter glass beads
were eazh suspended in air flowing through both horizontal
and vertical k inch-diameter pipe test sections. The gas
Reynolds number was varied between 10,000 and 60,000 and
the loading ratio was varied between 0.7 and 4.7 for the
36-micron particles and between .7 and 7.0 for the 97 micron
particles. As a result of their study, the authors concluded
that the pressure drop in air solid transport systems is
dependent upon the type of particle flaw. They postulated
that the 97-micron solids were primarily in "bouncing"
flow, where the particles are in unsteady motion and
frequently collide with the wall of the pipe. The 36-
micron particles were assumed to be in suspension flow,
where the particles flow in a suspended condition that
is maintained by the finite slip velocity between the
particles and the gas.
The authors attempted to correlate their data by
using the drag coefficient model with no success. They
finally proposed a correlation based on a so-called mixture
friction factor defined by
	
L	 1	 v
	
at r^
&ps =	 fm li	
e	
1 +	 , ,^^	
j
2gc	 vg	 J	 (21)
where a o is a constant chosen by the authors as 0.3 for the
3 1 micron particles and 1.0 for the 97-micron particles.
Upon plotting fm from their pressure drop data against gas
Reynolds number, they found fm roughly constant, or independ-
ent of solid flow rates, for both particles sizes at Reynolds
numbers greater than 30,000. The average values of f m were
0.016 for the 36-micron particles and 0.035 For 97-micron
particles. At gas Reynolds numbers less than 30,000 these
values increased as (Re) g was decreased.
In Mehta's experiments, vp/vg for the 36-micron particles
remained relatively constant at about 0.7, whereas for the
6
of
97-micron particles, v p/vg varied considerably (from about.
.22 to 067).
If the relationship defining fs°	 2
/&P s = 2 f s ° fg _D—
is substituted for AF' s in equation (21) and the resulting
r»,
equation is rearranged..
and fm
 is obtained:
fm
9 _
S
The following relation between fs"
(.^P—'VL)
 g
2 2 `:
Substituting the constant values for fm suggested by the
authors for each particle size gives
f s °	 0o004 + ,004 
(1p
	
3	 or the 36-micron
	
 
g	 particles
and
(23)
17p- for the 97-micronfs° = 0,0088 + 0,0088 —''''1	 (24)
g	 particles
The correlation given by equation (23) and (24) are difficult
to apply, however, inasmuch as they depend on the magnitude
of the particle velocity, which is a difficult quantity to
determine. In addition, the correlation is only applicable
for (Re)
9
 > 30,000 since at lower gas Reynolds numbers,
im was not found by the authors to remain constant.
Pfeffer, Rossetti, and Lieblein (ref. 17) prepared a
^J1ot of f s ° against 7L for several values of (Re) g
calculated from Nehta, Smith, and Comings original horizontal
flow data (for'j > 1)e This plot showed a greater dependence
cf fs ° on -i than indicated by equations (23) and (24). The
plot also showed that fs ° decreased with increasing gas
-^v
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Reynolds number.
Schluderberx, Whitelaw and Carlson. - In an effort to study
the properties of gaseous suspensions as reactor coolants,
an extensive research program was conducted that is fully
described by a series of reports (refs. 18 and 19) and is
summarized in a paper by Schluderberg, Whitelaw, and
Carlson (ref. 20). Although the primary purpose of this
research was the study of heat transfer properties, pressure
drops of suspensions of 1- to 5-micron graphite particles
in carbon dioxide, helium, nitrogen, and carbon tetrafluoride
were also measured at gas pressures between 30 and 130
pounds per square inch gage, gas temperatures between 90
and 1100OF and suspension densities of up to 8 pounds per
cubic foot (-q up to 90).
The authors calculated the friction factor by using a
compressible-flow equation derived by assuming a ^,.onstant
average fluid temperature. They studied frictional pressure
loss for the following cases:
a) Flow in a special, isothermal "hairpin" loop
located in the experimental loop following coolers,
b) Flow in tubular heaters with turbulence promoters,
and
c) Flow in annular heaters.
Their data for circular channels without a turbulence
promoter showed general agreement with the Moody-friction
factor curves for smooth tubes at the lower Reynolds
numbers, but dropped below this curve at higher Reynolds numbers.
230
The a+z*_hers postulated that the lower values arose from the
suppression of flow turbulence by the suspended particles,
The Franklin Institute (ref. 21) conducted a critical
evaluation of the wo rk reported by Schluderberg, et0 al0
concentrating on the results reported for case a) above,
where the flow was more readily comparable with the
corresponding data for pure fluids„ and where the results
obtained shouted a friction factor less than that for pure
fluids at large Reynolds numbers. The analysis of the
Babcock and Wilcox data consisted of two parts` a "parameter
sensitivity evaluation", and a recalculation of the friction
factor using the raw data for several of the runs.
The "parameter sensitivity evaluation" showed that
the magnitude of the friction factor was particularly
sensitive to the values of the measured pressure drops,
the pressure level at the exit from the hairpin loop,
the mass flow rate and the loading ratio. After recalculating
the friction factor the Franklin Institute still found that
the friction factor was less than that for a pure fluid
flowing in a smooth tube at the same Reynolds number. They
also found that the data were still too scattered and subject
4.o error to be useful in deducing a correlation equation.
Peskin, - Peskin and Dwyer (ref. 22) made an effort to
determine the mechanism of gas-solid flow in tubes in a
similar manner to Korn (ref, 23)0 From their experimental
work Peskin and Dwyer concluded that gas-solid flow can be
divided into the followi., four distinct flow regimes:
f
f24.
(1) Particles cause viscota disturbances and increase
the size of the laminar sub-layer and thus a decrease in the
shearing stress at the wall. In this case, the particles
are very close together but occupy a small volume.
(2) Particles cause mostly viscous disturbances, but
are too far apart to affect the gas velocity profile and
hence the laminar sub-layer. The shearing stress at the
v:all is unchanged.
(3) Particles cause inertial disturbances that alter
the gas velocity profile and decrease the size of the
laminar sub-layer. In this case the wall shearing stress
increases.
(4) Particles occupy a large volume and charge the
geometry of the flow. This situation is similar to the
flow in packed beds.
It would appear, therefore, that the variation of the
friction factor of a gas-solid suspension with loading ratio
and other parameters may depend on which flow regime is
applicable and may not be generalized for all gas-solid
flows.
In order to verify the drag coei:ficient model, Peskin
and Dwyer also measured pressure drop and both fluid and
particle velocity profiles for loading ratios up to 4 by
using 80 and 110-micron-diameter glass beads in air in a
3-inch-square duct. For these small, relatively widely
spaced particles (regime 2), Peskin found that the flow
disturbances caused by the particles are entirely viscous
n
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since the particles because of their small size do not
possess enough inertia in themselves to cause an inertial
disturbance in the gas. Also, because of the relatively
large spacing between the particles, the gas velocity profile
was found to revert back to a universal profile between
the particles. The average velocity of the particles,
however, showed a large deviation from the velocity calculated
by using the standard drag coefficient for the settling
velocity; that is, on the basis of the experimentally measured
particle velocity, the drag coefficient C D calculated from
the pressure drop measurements was much higher than predicted
from the standard correlation. Peskin attributes the high
drag coefficients to the added drag of the longitudinal
component of the turbulence of the fluid rather than to
shortcomings in the assumed model. Because of the disparity
between the model and Peskin's data, the drag coefficient model
does not appear useful for predicting suspension pressure drops.
In another investigation, Peskin (ref. 24) also cor-
related some of his pressure drop data in terms of the equiva-
lent friction factor f  defined by
V'^s	 2fs Ps
gc
Sets of curves of fs against gas Reynolds number w,re
obtained for two different glass particle sizes (80- and
110-micron diameter) at Reynclds munber 100,000 to 150,000
and loading ratios up to 14 in the same 3 inch square duct.
The faired variations of these curves after conversion to
(14)
f s ' were presented in ref. 17 and showed that in all cases
the equivalent friction factor f s ' increased with increasing
solids loading ratip and with decreasing gas Reynolds number..
In addition, the results indicated that at a given loading
ratio and Reynolds number, the friction factor was smaller
for the 80-micron particles than for the 110-micron particles.
It should also be noto,l at this phint that the results for
the friction factor of the 110-micron particles are some-
what dubious in view of certain experimental inaccuracies
in the runs for this particle size (private communication
from R.L. Peskin).
Soo. -. In order to verify some of his analytical results,
`'--o has performed several experimental studies with dilute
gas-solid suspensions in turbulent. flow. Soo, `rrezek,
Dimick and Hohnstreiter (ref. ^5) studied distributions
of concentration, mass How. and velocity of 50-micron glass and
35-micron nominal size magnesia in air at various loadings.
They utilized a closed loop system with a 5 inch diameter duct
using a flow velocity of about 130 ft/sec for all experimental
runs. Due to the fact that a closed loop was used in the
experiments, special instruments had to be developed for the
measurement of the significant parameters.
Particle concentration was measured by fiber optics. For
the measurement of the particle phase velocity an electro-
static mats flow probe was developed to determine the mass
flow of the particle phases.
One of the results of this study was that because of
the difference between the velocity profiles of solid and gas,
the mass ratio and flow rate ratios (loading ratio) were found
to be different, with the former always at a higher value.
In their experiments, for example, the mass ratio varied
between 6 and 12 for the glass particles and .45 and 1.65
for the magnesia, whereas, the Russ flow ratio was between
4.97 and 8.13 for the ?lass and ,249 and .876 for the
magnesia. However, they found that the velocity of the
particles at the center of the pipe did not differ from that
of the gas in fully developed turbulent flow in their range
of loading.	 j
They also found that the concentration of solid particles
increased toward the wall of the pipe;, whereas, the n,:ss flow
of solid particles decreased toward the wall,,, Althot!gh the
solids velocity is less than or equal to that uI. the strearu
at the core, it was found to be finite and nearly 20% of
the core velocity at the wall. The fluid was found to follow
the 1/7 turbulent velocity law whereas she particle velocity
profile depended on the distance from the wall to approxi-
mately the 2/3 power.
The authors concluded that correlation of the drift of
solid particles toward the wall because of electrostatic
forces and diffusion of solid particles toward the core
because of concentration gradient was vala.d.
In a later study, Soo and Trezek (ref. 26) using the
same experimental system described in reference 25 presented
results on concentration and mass flow distributions of
nominal 30-micron magnesium oxide particles suspended in air
in turbulent pipe flow. Loading ratios of up to 3 and gas
Reynolds numbers ranging from 130,000 to 295,000 were
studied.
Soo and Trezek observed that the wall of their test
section became deposited with a "tenacious" layer of the
thickness of 1 to 2 magnesia particle,: after a prolonged
run with the air-magnesia suspension, They found that
re3tarting after shutdown did not lead to "urther deposition.
This was attributed to the wall becoming insulated after the
initial layer is deposited and the magnesia particles in
suspension being unable to give up their charge at the
wall and become deposited tend to become reentrained by
turbulent diffusion. The authors felt that the deposited
layer constituted a "roughness", since an increase in the
friction factor (based on air alone) by 10 to 12% was
observed when compared to clean air flow.
In this study it was also found that the adcition of
solid particles led to a decrease in pipe f lma friction
factors up to a certain mass ratio of solid to gas, but
increased again as the loading increased. They also
observed that the gas velocity profile was unaffected by
the solid phase. Their results also indicated that the
mass flow ratio was consistently lower than the mass ratio,
and that with a similar charge mass ratio of the particles
the electrostatic effect is felt more strongly at low flow
velocity. They felt that this confirmed the minimum
28,
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transport velocity concept (ref. 27) and explains the need
for higher suspension velocity for smaller particles,
below a certain size range, than larger particles.
By studying the collision rate of the particles with
the wall, the authors determined that such collision gives
only a small contribution to thq pressure drop in pipe flow.
Their data also showed that due to large interparticle
spacing and lack of collision among the particles the density
of the particles was such that the whole range of their
experiment was in the "free particle" range. They note
that the velocity profile of the solids was therefore
analagous to that of free molecule flow with slip at the
wall and nearly linear velocity gradient.
The authors conclude by observing that pipe flow of
a gas-solid suspension is basically a phenomenon of inter-
action between electrostatic and hydrodynamic effects, the
potential parameter being the ratio of electrostatic force
to turbulent force. Unless the pa-ticle charge is truly
negligible ; they conclude, steady fully developed laminar
p'.pe flow of a suspension cannot be maintained.
McCarthy and Olson. - In recent paper by McCarthy and
Olson ( ref. 28) turbulent flow of dilute suspensions of
lucite, glass beads and calcite in air was investigated.
The loading ratio was below .6 for all runs, and the
Reynolds number ranged from 10 5 to 106 . The pressure drops
were measured in the center section of a 1 inch diameter
glass tube. The size of lucite particles ranged between 147
N^
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and 417 microns with an average size of 230 microns. The
glass beads were between 53 and 74 microns and averaged 64
microns. Th-. size of the calcite particles varied from below
1 micron to approximately 10 microns with an average particle
size of 3 microns. The authors carriii out runs for each
of three air flows and four feed rates for the lucite and
the glass beads, but were only able to run at one condition
for the calcite due to difficulty encountered in feeding
with their open-loop set-up.
The authors measured particulate velocities photo-
graphically and compared them to velocities calculated
by using the standard drag coefficient.
By defining the velocity along the tube as the sum of
the mass fraction multiplied by the velocity of both the
gas and the particles, McCarthy and Olson solved the one
dimensional time averaged equation of motion for steady-
state flow by applying the continuity equation and the
ideal gas laws. The solutions were similar to those
previously obtained for compressible flow of an ideal gas
with the exception of the mass velocit y which was based
on the density of the suspension and the mass averaged veI.o-
city rather than the pure gas density and velocity.
As a result of their experimental work, they found that
for the 64 micron glass beads the solid velocity approxi-
mates the gas velocity beyond the first four feet of this
r
twelve foot test section. For the 3 micron calcite
particles the solids velocity was essentially identical to
the gas velocity for all points in the pipe.
The friction factor correlation obtained in this work
was based on the pressure drop measured in the 4 tc, 12 foot
region of the test section and was represented by
s = 1.0 - 0. Ste+ 0.5rL	 (25)
g
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This correlation however was recommended by the authors with
the precaution that it be used only in the region where
tested Lt.6), since at higher loadings a point of zero
friction loss would be approached, which is an impossibility.
This correlation predicts a minimum at 't_= .8 with a standard
deviation of ±0.4. In addition to observing the friction
factor (based on mass average velocity and supe.nsion density)
decrease wrien solids were added to the system, McCarthy and
Olson also observed that the particle velocities in the
turbulent core did not show any significant variation with
respect to radial position.
Although equation (25) indicates that the ratio f  decreases
as loading ratio increases, the ratio fs'/fg increasesg
with loading ratio (see equation (15)). Thus McCarthy
and Olson did not find drag reduction in their experiments.
Bureau of Mines - The results of gas-solid suspension study
using a closed-loop system were first reported in a paper by
Rosenecker, Coates, and Lucas (ref. 29). In this study, the
main objective was to determine the effect of particle
concentration on the power required to circulate a gas-solid
32
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suspension. The solids loading was determined by using a two-
phase flowmeter designed and built by the Bureau of Nines
(ref. 30). The suspensions tested consisted of 18 to 40 micron
glass b aads in a mixture of 89 percent N2 and 11 percent
CO2 at 20 psig. Loading ratio was varied between 0 and 2.2
and gas Reynolds numbers ranged between 29,000 and 60,000 in
one inch stainless steel tubing. The conclusion reached by
the authors was that for an equal weight rate of gas and
suspension there is no power difference required in the
pumping of a suspension. Since there was no friction factor
data obtained in this study it will not be included in
Table II.
Vertical Test Section Studies,
A review of the small particle research performed in a
vertical test section appears on the following pages, and
a summary of the operating conditions and the physical
properties of gases and solids used in each experiment is
presented in Table III.
Depew. - Depew (ref. 31) studied heat and momentum transfer
in a 35'k inch long .710 inch inside diameter vertical test
section. He used suspensions of 30- and 200- micron glass
beads in air at Reynolds numbers of 13,500 and 27,400,
The loading ratio was varied between 0 and 3.5 at the high
Reynolds number and between 0 and 7 at the low Reynolds number.
Althoug'i primarily interested in heat transfer, Depew also
studied the effect of solids loading on friction factor in
an attempt to verify the analogy between heat and momentum
F	 -"I
transfer at low solids concentration.
His curves of total pressure drop all increased with
solids loading. At the lower air rate, the slope of the
200-micron suspension was equal to the slope of the 30-
micron particle curve at zero loading. At the higher air
rate, the pressure drop with the two sizes was the same at
a loading ratio of 3. Depew found no minimum at either
air rate, but the curves obtained with the smaller size
underwent a slight upward curvature.,
The friction factor relation used by Depew in analyzing
34.
his data
4fl, = _ 1
	 (P12 - P2 ) - 211. P1T2
gcu	 G2(1 +**L)RTa!^9	 V2
was derived by an energy balance and does not take into
(26)
account the static head of the particles. Depew also showed
that for the case of small pressure and temperature change
through the test section this relation reduce to
4fl, = 2gc&Pt
Pg  
at zero loading which is the Fanning equation.
Depew's c-uperimental heat transfer results with the
30,tc.particles showed that the Nusselt number decreased to
a minimum (below the pure gas value) and then increased as
loading was increased. He found that the Nusselt number
remained constant for loading ratios less than 0.5 and
then decreased to a minimum which occurred between 1.0
and 1.5. His experiments with 200-micron beads showed
that the Nusselt number was independent of solids loading.
(27)
negligible. The plot indicated that the ratio increased
35.
His friction factor results, calculated from equation
(26), were similar to the heat transfer results in that the 	 +
curves decreased with loading, however for the friction
factor the decrease began immediately with even very low
loadings. He also observed that only in one case - 30µ
spheres at Re = 13,500 was there a minimum.
Depew used a Venturi followed by a 34^ inch long
tube prior to his test section to obtain a uniform particle
distribution across the test section cross section.
Tien and Quan. - In an attempt to confirm the theoretical
analysis of Tien (ref. 32), Tien and Quan (ref. 33) experi-
mentally studied local heat transfer characteristics of
glass-and lead-air suspensions in turbulent flow. Al-
though primarily interested in heat transfer, Tien and
Quan did make some pressure drop measurements. The study
was performed on the apparatus of Depew (rem. 31) with z
special brass tube installed for the pressure drop measure-
ments. Glass and lead powders 30- and 200-microns in size
were suspended in air at gas Reynolds numbers of 15,000 and
30,000. The pressure drop test section was approximately
.710 inches in diameter with some irregularities so that
"very accurate results could not be expected."
The pressure drop results were presented on a plot of
the ratio of the pressure drop per inch of test section for
the suspension to that of air alone taken in a reg..^n of the
test section where particle acceleration effects were
36.
as the loading ratio increased for each particle at both
Reynolds numbers, the glass particles giving less pressure
drop than the lead powders. The results also indicated
that higher Reynolds numbers and lareer H i—n *^ r particles
increase the pressure drop. Tien and Quan also found
that for all cases considered, fully developed flow was
established within 24 inches from a Venturi nozzle outlet.
From their results the authors concluded that heat-
transfer characteristics could not be predicted accurately
by the values of specific heat and ceeasurements of pressure
drop alone. Since, for example, both the 30- and 200-micron
glass particles produced similar magnitude of pressure
a
drop but had heat transfer characteristics which differed
markedly. The discrepancy was explained on the premise
that the pressure drop at the wall only provides an
indication of the velocity at the wall, and does not indicate
the effect of the particles on the complete velocity profile
or the scale of turbulence.
Boothroyd - Perhaps the most significant study to date in the
field of momentum transfer associated with suspensions composed
of small particles in turbulent flow was performed by
Boothroyd (refs. 34, 35). Boothroyd (ref. 34) studied
pressure drops associated with the flow of 0-40-micron
zinc dust (average size 12-microns) in vertical tubes with
1, 2 and 3 inch inside diameters. The loading ratio varied
from 0 to 17 and the experiments were carried out at four
gas Reynolds numbers ranging from 35,000 to 1009000.
37.
By using dimensional analysis Boothroyd determined that
the significant terms in any experimental study of a particular
gas-solid suspension are the loading ratio, the gas Reynolds
number and the time scale ratio (D 2 Pg /Dp Pp(Re)g ) Boothroyd
presented his results in terms of the ratic of solid to gas
1
friction factor ( fs/ fg ) and discovered, among other things,
that this ratio was always far less than unity in the 1 in.
tube but in the larger pipes was usually higher th^n one.
His results indicated large drag reduction in that the friction
pressure drop in all cases was always less than that for a
one-phase fluid of the same density.
Another interesting aspect of the experimental data was
that (with the exception of the highest value of the time
scale ratio - low flow in the 3 inch tube) there was a dis-
tinct minimum of the friction factor ratio in the range of
loading ratio between 1 and 2.2, indicating that the solids
substantially reduce the level of fluid turbulence at
relatively low loadings. The results also showed that the
friction factor ratio had a smaller dependence on the (-as
Reynolds number than on either the time scale ratio or the
loading ratio.
In a later work, Boothroyd (ref. 35) used tracer
techniques to study the turbulence characteristic of the
gaseous phase under similar conditions of lcadinb and Reynolds
number as the friction factor experiments previously reported.
The approach used in this study was similar to established
tracer techniques. The sampling device used in this study
is an anemometric isokinetic sampling probe described in
ref. 36. The results of the diffusion of the gaseous phase,
after normalization were evaluated essentially by the
analysis of Taylor (ref. 37) for the spread of fluid above a
plane.
The results indicated that within the range of flow
variables examined, the intensity of turbulence has value
close to that experienced without solids. In addition,
there was no tendency for the intensity to vary with any of
the .flow ,parameters in a well defined manner.
For the 2 inch tube it was found that the solids reduced
the dimensionless diffusivity of the carrier fluid especially
in the loading ratio range between 0 and 2. The author
concluded that for the 2 inch pipe the turbulence of the
carrier fluid was of a weak nature but was somewhat stronger
at higher values of PD 2 /(Re)g . The minimum value of the
dimensionless diff+,asivity was well pronounced and occurred
at a loading ratio between 1 and 2 which was comparable to
the results previously observed for the friction factor ratio.
The results for the 3 inch tube differed from those for
2 inch tube. The dimensionless diffusivity was now found to
be much higher than when solids are absent.
Boothroyd visualized the effect of the solids by
attributing to them a "shredding" action in the fluid,
superposing a number of small eddies on the flow near the
wall. In a large eddy undergoing deformation near the wall,
particles not following the fluid motion must produce many
.
F^9.
vortices of size comparable with the particle spacing.
The generation of any large scale turbulence wouli under	
A
these circt -z:tances be Beverly inhibited by this stabi-
lizing "shredding" action.
Boothroyd also states in his conclusions that more
turbulence may probably be produced at greater distances
from the wall than is the case in a solids free gas. He
also concludes that the minimum of both friction factor
ratio and dimensionless diffusivity observed seem to indicate
a change in the form of turbulence as the solids loading
is increased.
ANALYTICAL STUDIES
A brief description of theoretical analyses deemed to
be of particular significance to this study wi11 be presented
in the following paragraphs. Although some experimental
work may have been performed during the course of some of
the studies, the pr1inary focus of the investigations
described below is analytical in nature.
Tien. - One of the earliest analytical studies dealing with
dilute gas-solid suspensions was performed by Tien ( ref. 32).
This study concentrated on heat transfer by turbulently
flowing fluid - solids mixture in a pipe. In the analysis,
which applied only to small particles at loading ratios of
less than one, Tien assumed that the solid particles are
uniformly distributed throughout the flow field. Based on this
assumption and others, Tien was able to solve the turbulent
energy equations for both the solid and fluid analytically. His
results predicted a linear relatiorship between the average
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Nusselt number of the suspension and the facror s , where
p g
The relevance of Tien's analysis to the present study
lieu in the fact that this prediction was shown to be
incorrect by the experimental work later performed by
Tien and Quan (ref. 33). Their experirt;!ntal results showed
a peculiar feature: the Nusselt Number first decreased
and Chen increased as the loading ratio was increased
for fixed gas Reynolds number and particle size. This feature
was not indicated by Tien's analytical study, and the authors
proposed that this decrease in Nusselt number is due to the
distortion of the gas flow field by the presence of solid
particles that was not accounted for in the theory.
Soo. - In a series of publications, S.L. Soo investigated
many phenomena associated with gas solid suspension flow
(refs. 38, 39, 40, 41).
In reference (38) Soo studied folly developed turbulent
pipe flow of a gas-solid suspension. In this analysis a semi-
empiric a l model similar to the 1/7th velocity for gases, was
applied t" a gas-solid suspension. The data used in this
approach c3risisted of distributed mass flow of solids in pipe
floor at velocities from 50 to 100 feet per second, with glass
beads of 100- to 200- micron diameter and solid to air mass
ratios of 0.05 to 0.15 (ref. 42). In the range considered
by Soo, compressibility of the fluid phase and the effect of
gravity on the density distribution of the solid particles
F
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were considered to be negligible. Soo also assumed that
since the concentration of solid particles was small, the
velocity distribution of the gas stream was not
significantly affected by the particles.
Based on these assumptions and the empirical data, Soo
proposed a solid particle density distribution which was
parabolic in nature. Using this distribution he was then
able to relate the radial drift velocity and the particle
diffusivity to radial position. The relationship obtained
indicates agreement with the assumption that a continuous
transport of small, energy rich eddies from the wall toward
the center exists, with simultaneous flow of energy-poor
fluid back towares the wall, the nonuniform density distri-
bution being sustained by diffusion and drift of particles
toward the center of the pipe.
Based on empirical observations and photographic
analysis, Soo then assumed a mean velocity distribution of
solid particles with form analagous to the 1/7th velocity
law of the fluid but with a finite velocity of particles
near the wall. Using this relation along with the density
relation previously postulated, Soo integrated across the
tube cross-section to obtain the total solids flow rate in
terms of constants which depend on the particle density and
velocity at the wall. By using experimental results for
relative mass velocity at various distances along the wall, Soo
was able to calculate the constants. The author then related the
particle velocity and density at the wall by using the energy
i
3K O
equation for the suspension at the wall. Combininp this result
with the previously determined constants he obtained
	 ,
relations for particle density and velocity at both the tube
wall and the center of the tube in terms of particle and
fluid properties readily available.
The results of this analysis indicated that greater slip
is to be expected at the p all for larger density and
diameter of solid material; the ratio of particle to fluid
velocity at the centerline would also be expected to be
larger due to the greater inertia of the larger particles.
A greater velocity lag at the center of the pipe due to
higher loading was also indicated.
In order to develop some basic understanding, via
mathematical procedures, of interaction of a gas-solid suspension
with a boundary, Soo (ref. 39) treated the case of laminar
boundary layer motion of a gas-solid suspension over a flat
plate. The reason for studying laminar rather than turbulent
motion of the suspension being the same as that for gas
studies. In this analysis he considered the case of
two-dimensional motion of a gas-solid suspension over a flat
plate consisting of an incompressible gas phase with uniform
solid concentration of particles of one size in the free
stream only. The author set down the boundary layer equations
and boundary conditions and applied the momentum-integral
method. With the simplication of laminar motion, density and
velocity distributions and the magnitude of the boundary
layers of the two phases were computed. The results of this
r
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analysis indicated that as the suspension proceeds along
the flat plate, the slip velocity of the solid ,particles
decreases, the concentration at the wall increases, the
boundary-laver thickness of solid particles increases,
as the solid particles develop a normal component of
velocity by the vJ scous drag of the normal component of
the fluid viscosity. His analysis showed that the normal
component of the particle velocity is smaller than that
of the fluid even for the case of equal fluid and particle
velocities. The trend of increase in concentration also
suggested the possibility of deposition of solid particles
at a distance downstream from the leading edge.
Soo also investigated the contribution of the shear
layer to particle motion and found, that ) in spite of the
large shear rate at the leading edge, it takes time for
the spinning of 1-he particle to take Place so as to give
rise to substantial lift force. He observed that the
lift due to shear motion is negligible in comparison to
that due to the induced normal component of fluid velocity.'
In this analysis, Soo also considered the effect of
Brownian motion of particles, since the magnitude of
Brownian motion (though quite small) is not negligible at
the wall when the fluid velocity goes to zero. Soo found
that for very small particles the solution reverts to the
case of incompressible flow of a gaseous mixture, the
particle density being uniform.
In the same paper (ref. 39), Soo also investigated
I
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the transport properties in a multivelocity mixture. Using
the approximation for the viscosity of a mixture presented
by Hirschfelder, Curtiss, and Bird (ref. 43), Soo
developed an expression for the viscosity of a gas solid
suspension. His relation indicates that the viscosity
of the fluid actually decreases as the loading ratio is
increased. Confirmation of this result was obtained
from the experimental work of Sproull (ref. 44) with dilute
suspensions of talc in air.
A 'ext written by Soo (ref. 45) covering momentum,
energy, mass, and charge transfer between phases in a
multiphase system is the most recent reference of its
nature in the field and contains more detailed presentations
of the author's analyses.
Sproull. - The pioneering research in the field of drag-
reduction with dilute gas-solid suspensions was presented
by W.T Sproull (ref. 44). Sproull measured the viscosity
of dusty air using a rotating viscometer and found
reductions in viscosity of up to 40% compared to clean
air. Two types of dusts were studied: one was limestone
dust consisting of 40% by weight of particles smaller than
1.0-microns in diameter; the other was talc dust 99% by
weight smaller than 10/-41 . The maximum reduction of 40%
v?as obtained with limestone at a. loading ratio of .186.
The maximum reduction observed with the smaller talc was
35% at the same loading ratio. Sproull found that the
concentration of the dust was the main factor in the effect,
r
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and particle size and bulk density of the dust were relatively
unimportant.
Sproull attributed the decreased visco. ity to a decrease
In the mean free path of the fIvAd brought, about by the dust
particles with a "boundary layer" of gas adhering to each
particle.
Sproull also mentions that the addition of small amounts
of dust to turbulently flowing air in pipes resulted in a
decrease of 13% in the pressure difference required to
maintain the flow. Although the pipe flow data was never
presented, Sproull maintained that this effect is also due
to a viscosity decrease of the fluid.
Saffman. - Saffman (ref. 46), in a lengthy correspondence
dealing with.Sproull's results, rejected the idea of a
decrease in fluid viscosity caused by the addition of the
dust. Saffman maintained that the effect was a result of the
small downward velocity of the particles due to gravity coupled
with an outward radial velocity due to centrifugal force.
According to Saffman's explanation, as the particles move
onwards they carry momentum with them, thus providing an
extra mechanism, in addition to the normal effect of viscosity,
for the transmission of stress inside the air. The extra
stress perturbs the distribution of tangential velocity and
alters the torques on the cylindrical viscometers.
Saffman's explanation of pressure loss reduction with
dusty gases was that when the dust particles are not too
small, their "relaxation time" will be comparable with, or
f
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greater than, the time-scale o{ the turbulent Fluctuations,
The dust parric Les t,.7ou!.d not then follow r:he air motion
but lag behind the turbulent fluctuation of velo:ity. The
relative velocity of dust and air causes an extra dissipation
which extracts energy from the urbulen_e and presumably damps
it, thereby reduc:.ng the Reynolr_7 s" stresses and the loss of
pressure. On the other :land, Saffman (.ontinues., with fine dust
for which the relaxation time is much less than `:h p turbulent
time-scale, the dust follows the air motion closely and its
main effect 'is to increase the effective density of the air,
thereby increasing the effective .Reynold.s number of the flow
and the Reyr_:n : is" :j`resses.
Lnr...r,"_gued by the pIssibilities associated with Sproull.`s
results ref. 44), Saffma-n (ref. 4 ) investigated the effect
of dust' particle= on the stability of laminar flow of a gas,
in order to see how dust may, affect the critr.cal Reynolds
number for transition from laminar to t •_-t rbulent flow. The
equations describing the motion of a gas carrying small dust
particles were given and the equations satisfied by small
disturbances of steady laminar .flow were derived. The effect
of the dust was described by tv7o parameters; the concentration
of dust and the relaxation time (a measure of the rate at
which the velocity of a dust particle adjusts to changes in
the gas velocity and depends upon the size of the individual
particles). Saffman showed that if the dust is fine enough
for the relaxation time to be small compared c7ith the charac-
teristic time scale associated with the flow, then the
addition of dust causes the critical Reynolds number to be
lowered by the factor (1 +1 - 1 (dust destabilizes the gas
flow); whereas, if the dust is coarse so that the relaxa-
tion time is relatively large, then the dust has a stabilizing
action (dust causes a higher critical Reynolds number).
Saffman also observed that for a relaxation time very
much greater than the characteristic time scale, increasing
the size of the coarse dust particles reduces the stabilizing
effect. He implies that at a given concentration there is
a value of relaxation time for which the stabilizing effect
is maximized; and for values of relaxation time greater
than this particular value it is not correct to say the
coarser the dust, the more stable the flow. Saffman explained
that the larger the particles at fixed concentration, the
fewer particles in the flow; and implies that the decrease
in the number of particles, more than outweighs the increase
in size of the individual particles when the size is rela-
tively large.
Saffman's analysis was based on the following assump-
tions:
a) dust particles are uniform in size and shape,
b) particles occupy little volume compared to gas,
c) incompressible gas flow,
d) flow is unidirectional,
e) negligible velocity of sedimentation.
If the last assumption is not trlae, then the velocity
of particle and gas will not be equal in basic flow and the
♦ 1 .
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number density will not be constant. It is therefore clear
that for very large particles or small velocity, Saffman's
analysis is of questionable utility. Saffman also neglected
the effect of electrostatic forces in his analysis.
Using these assumptions, Saffman also modified the Orr-
Sommerfield equat:"ons for plane parallel flow of a dusty gas,
Michael (ref. 48) exter.dad thr analysis of Saffman to consider
the case of plane Poiseuille flow. In his paper approximate
results were presented for the stability of plane Poiseuille
flow of a dusty gas. He assumed that the mass concentration
of the dust was small and his result: were obtained by making
a perturbation of the curve of neutral stability for a clean
gas. The results were illus_ated for "L— 0.05 by a set of
perturbed neutral stability curves at different values of
the time relaxation parameter varying from 0 •- 500. His
resul'cs attempted to qualitatively indicate how the curve of
neutral stability is modified by the presence of the dust.
Julian & Dukler. In a recent paper, Julian and Dukler
(ref. 4 9 ) attempted to find a correlation for pressure drop
caused by a gas-solid suspension by use of an eddy viscosity
model. In their work they suggest that for dilute-phase trans-
port the solids make their presence felt primarily by
modifying the local turbulence in the gas phase, increasing
the turbulent fluctuations, mixing length, and eddy viscosity,
and consequently, frictional pressure drop.
Julian and Dukler's analysis was based on a modification
of Gill a,nd Scher's expression (ref. 50) for the eddy viscosity
r
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of a pure fluid flowing through a tube, Julian and Dukler
modified the Gill and Scher equation to take into account
the effect of particles by redefining the von Karwan
constant for a suspension as,
K = k(1 +rq)m 	(29)
where the unknown constants k and m were determined from
previous experimental data. For loading ratios below 12
they found that k has the value of .36 and m was equal to
.25. This was especially encouraging since at n = 0, K
reduces to 0.36 which is the accepted value for flow of a
particle free gas. Based on the value of K given by equation
(29), the dependence of f s ' on gas Reynolds number and loading
ratio was obtained by Julian (ref. 14). He found f s ' to be
independent of particle diame t r and particle density and
dependent on (Re) g to the -.2 power, which indicaL,;;s that the
effect of gas Reynolds number on the suspension flow is approx-
imately the same as it is for pure gas flow. Pfeffer, Rossetti
and Li.eblein (refit 17) fitted Julian's results to the equation
f s '
	
.046 (Re)^0.7_ ,l +nt) 0.3
	(30)
so that after dividing by equation (19)
fps = (1 + 	 3
g
(31)
It should be pointed out that Julian and Dukler's analysis
is strongly dependent upon the results of the experimental
investigations analyzed. The major portion of these experi-
mental studies involved large particles (particle diameter
diameter greater than 100-microns); and, of the studies
using small particles, only a very small portion presented
results in the loading ratio region below 2.
Pfeffer Rossetti and Lieblein - In an effort to determine
the feasibility of using a suspension as thi- working fluid in
a gas Brayton cycle, Pfeffer, Rossetti and Lieblein (ref. 17)
performed an analysis and correlation of heat-transfer
coefficient and fricticii factor c.7ta for dilute gas solid
suspensions. After an analysis of existing heat transfer
data, the authors were able to obtain a correlation for the
heat transfer coefficient ratio of a suspension to a gas.
Due to the fact that the existing friction factor data
was sparce and scattered the authors did not attempt to ob
tain a correlation based on the data, but instead turi,ed to
the Reynolds analogy.
The Reynolds analogy can be applied to gas-particle
suspensions if the suspension is assumed to behave as a homo-
geneous fluid and if an accurate heat transfer coefficient of
suspensions is available. By applying the Reynolds analogy
to the gas and solid ohases separately, a relation between
f s '/fg and the heat transfer coefficient ratio h s /hg was
obtained
x.I 
= 1 + 1 os	 hs	 (32)9	 S g 1
Using the previously obtained relation of h  in equation (32)the
authors obtained 	 hg
= 1 + 4.0 ( e	 032	 (33)
g
r
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In the region of Reynolds number greater than 25,000 but
less than 100,000 equation (31) and equation (33) were found
to be in good agreement with each other and with certain of the
data for large particle size for UyIO. It should be
pointed out, however, that equation (33) was obtained from
the heat transfer relation Pfeffer, Rossetti, and Lieblein
deduced from experimental data for loading; Patios greater
than 2 neglecting a particle size effect.
DRAG REDUCTION WITH LIQUIDS
Drag reduction with liquids in turbulent flow is a well
established phenomena. It has been found to occur in solutions,
gels, and suspensions. Due to its spectacular effectiveness,
drag reduction obtained by the addition of soluble polymer
to Newtonian liquids has received the most study (refs. 51,
52 9 53 9 54 0 55, etc.) The variables most affecting the
level of drag reduction for a given polymer solution are the
bulk mean velocity, polymer concentration and pipe diameter.
Polymer solution drag reduction seems to occur from one of
two effects:
1) the extension of laminar behavior to abnormally high
Reynolds numbers,
2) the reduction of friction factor in fully developed
turbu.let,ce .
Savins (ref. 51) and Astarita (ref. 55)suggested that drag
reduction by polymer solutions is caused by viscoelasticityo
Their conception was of a reduction of turbulent energy
dissipation because of the conservative nature of viscoelastic
Y
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materials at-, high shear strain fluctuation frequencies,. Thus,
if the dissipation frequencies in the turbulence were greater
than the reciprocal of the solutioit relaxation time Astarita
postulated that drag reduction would occ..
A second type of drag reduction has been observed to
occur with soap solutions (refs. 56, 51 2 58). Little is
aprarently known regarding the mechanism of soap solution
drag reduction, and its utility would appear to be limited
to situations where polymers may not be used as additives.
The third type of liquid drag reduction reported in the
literature appears to be most analagous to gas-solid studies
This is drag reductionassociated with addition of fine particles
to the liquid to form a dilute suspension (refs. 59, 60). The
mechanism of drag reduction by suspended additives is not well
understood, although it has been attributed to the damping
effect of the solid particles on the turbulent fluctuations
thereby decreasing radial momentum transport (refs. 59, 609
61). A recent survey of d.raC reduction with liquids has
been prepared by Patterson, Zakin and Rodriguez (ref. 62)
and is the most comprehensive survey of this field presented
to date.
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a;,naj.-atu s employed ii'. thin study wo,
use of R, c	 compressor capable of pumping both gar-
and -oli^:<- t- i -roueji a closed experimental loop, Pressure drops
across bock horizontal and vertical test sect.ons were measu-
by means of microxianometers. Velocity and Cull silencemeasure
n,encs were made by app 1 jing some v- f the m.-,t xt-,- ^nt advances
in anemometry to the gas•solids system,, Pitt-Acle
was determined with a specially designed irfass t Low mete;: (?,cfp1(,';,
ing strain pages. In rt "-' r to properly cE -l ibrate the m:?-s, f'
meter, an open loop system was also designed and emploxie,-J,,
Five	 sizes of glass bead3 were used 4n the? exper.-ir.. ,rk s
in order to determine the effect of part:icl ,-^: cl,,ji^ir,ter r, fr4.c,,
tional pre s sure loss. T"he det.iilc
materials employed during the st ,.Ldv as vvell as
procedure will be presented in the 	 paragraph ,.
Apparatus
Tl-ie;	 to })e	 in do .;:)1J.-,,i thi- -
includes the gas-sol.Lds -lo,:ed. experimental
loop, the anemometry and the mass flow T-.,,:-,tcr as well as the
open calibration loop.
Gas- so 1.:Lds.- Clrcr, i-?t-
-
r
.
 ; - 1,4hen hoth gasa-nd ';olids are coot in-
uousl v 	 r Rm	 -on! thr. &a
stream the flc)--.7 	 1-e 7 1,assifl --! n,"	 "- -Ice,1 11 (.op operaTlion.
In orr,_f to achieve sucr, as cios?O
a I-)	 ;r compressor must be ai-.--y	 C i Dump both
solids and gas together without damage to its internal parts
;5^
or contamination of the suspension. Such a circulator was
designed and built by the Franklin Institute and donated to
the current study by the Bureau of Mines at Morgantown,
West Virginia.
The cir^_ulator components are constructed of Armco 17 , 4 PH
stainless steel. Most of the parts were first rough machined,
heat-treated to the 1050H condition and then finish machined.
No castings or forgings were required. Balancing of the shaft
assembly was done by the International Research and Development
Company. Clearance on the .face of the rotor was set at 0.010
to 0.015 inches depending on combined differential expans?.-n
and on pressure deflection. Figure 1 is a photograph of the
open faced impeller and the housing scroll in which the rotor
operates. The flow area from the point of the impeller nose
cone to the leading edge of the impeller blades is constant.
The inlet angle of the blading was designed to minimize entrance
shock losses and consequent particle attrition rate Figure 2
shu.vs the rotor installed with nose cone in place. Figure 3
is an exploded view of the major components of a circulator
assembly. The circulator assembly is shown in figure 4.
The circulator was driven by a 15 horsepower variable
speed induction motor powered by a 25 horsepower motor coupled
with a variable frequency generator shown in figure 5. The
motor-generator was built by U.S. Electric 4otors and provides
stepless speed variations in two ranges of from 1600 to 6600
and from 2640 to 13,200 rpm. During the co-arse of this study
shaft speeds were determined by use of a General Radio Company
r
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type 1531-A Strobotac electronic st.rc oscope focused on the
f lexible coupling conrk cting the circulator and the 15 hr
slave motor,.
Closed e igi r imenta l loon, - The closed experimental loop employed
in thi, study is primarily ^onstructed of 1" O,D, type 304
seamless stainlesl,^ steel tubing with a 1/16 11 wall thickness
but the loop also contains four pyrex glass sections with a
one inch inside diameter, The metal to metal ,joints used in
the construction of the loop consisted either of using flanges
or one inch Swagelok unions, .Joining of two pieces of metal
tubing by flanging involved facing off the ends of the tubes
and using flanges fitted with ?_"" inside diameter bushings
soldered on each piece so thAt the tube ends met flush within
the outer bushing„ Either method provides a lea..kproof mF,::a'
metal loin'- with no prot:rus +..ons into the fluid stream and
essentially no disturbance of flow patterl"bs,
The pyrex-metal ,joints were formed by using standard
glass-metal flange . and tr tic:ri gaskets wttn ^. one inch inside
diameter. The pyrex sections contain a slightly outward tapered
inlet and exit portion into which the stainless steel tubing
was fitted The inside diameter of the metal tubing was tapere3
out at a very slight. angle 'by fine machining so that the wall
thickness at the end of the tubing approximated a razor's edge„
This type of couplin? :resulted in a leakproof joint . with a
minimum disturbance of the flow pattern and essentially no
step protruding into the fluid stream.
i]
rA schematic diagram of the closed loop used for fh s
	 aY
is shown in figure 6. As can be seen from the fipu re, t	 `
loop is approximately rectangular in shape with twc hoc-.--o- -
and two vertical sections. In order to promote uniform pa,t_r
distribution and prevent particle accumulation, sharp 9s')' ` e1i}
were installed before every section of the loop where measu•-F,
ments were taken. These elbows Caere rude from 2" diameter
stainless steel bar stock and were milled in such a manner
as to allow the metal tubing to seat in the elbow and main
tain the inside diameter of the tubing through the elbow w
no steps or spaces where the particles could accumulate,
Since flow is in the counter clockwise direction, figure
indicates that the first portion of the loop e;.: z)untored by
the fluid J^Aving the circulator is vertical with flow in ti-,
upward direction. This leg of the loop, which is preceeded
by a sharp 90 0
 elbow i_s 97" long and contains a 3679 pyrex
test section 57 inches from the elbow. This pyrex test 5 cti:;
has two glass pressure taps 30 inches apart and 3 inches	 tam
each end. These taps were filled in with epoxy resin
leaving a smooth 1/16 inch diameter hole for pressure mead.-:-
ments and also prevented any ripples, steps or i-rregularit.i_e=
in the glass tube at the tap junctions.
After the upward vertical leg of the loop is another
sharp 900 elbow followed by a 12 foot long horizontal port.xor
This horizontal part is composed of an 82k metal calming, sec*..,.
followed by a 12" pyrex viewing section and a 44" metal teST.
section. The 44" section contains two pressure taps 4C in-l-%_
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apart two inches from each end of the section. These taps
sist of 1/16" outside diameter spring, ste p ]. ' 1s h7 nc -Ti*', :a
.020" hole which was soldered into the test section. A 20!1000
drill was used to bore holes tnrough the test section where
the taps are located. The test section was reamed and Lightly
polished so that no burrs or irregularities were present 7.n
the tubing at these tap holes.
The downward vertical portion of the loop follows another
sharp 900 elbow connected to the end of the upper horizontal
leg. This second vertical part of the loop contains an orif Cg,.,
mass flow meter, and anemometer probe inlet. It is 113 inches
long and, following the elbow, consists of an 182" metal
section ;, a 12" pyrex viewing section, and 122" of metal
tubing prior to a sharp edged orifice., Following the orifice
is the mass flow meter, 30 inches of metal tubing and the
anemometer probe inlet. A particle inlet port used in open
loop operation is 5" past the anemometer inlet and 152" above
the long radius elbow connecting the downward vertical to the
lower horizontal portion of the loop.
The lower horizontal leg of the loop is 13 feet long and
terminates 142 inches below the circulator. It is comprised
of 1212" of metal tubing followed by a 10" metal section,
a 12" pyrex viewing section and a 12-3/4" long metal section
leading to a three way ball valve. The 10" metal section
houses the downstream testing section of the loop. This
section contains an impact tube made of 1/1.6" O,D. spring
steel tubing and a piezometer ring composed of eight static
ij
J J
pressure tans spaced 450 apart around the tubing before the
impact tube. The static pressure taps were constructed in
the same manner as the metal pressure taps previously des-
cribed. This pitot-static arrangement was found to give the
same results for pure air runs as a commercially purchased
pitot tube with ii known coefficient of unity. The pitot
tube assembly was used for calibrating the anemometer probes
as well as for taking velocity traverses with pure gas as
the circulating fluid. The closed loop particle inlet is
located 3-3/4" from the end of the pyrex viewing section.
This inlet in simply a metal plug which has been carefully
machined so that the bottom of the plug has the same radius
of curvature as the inside diameter of the tubing. There is,
therefore, no step or disturbance in the flow stream when
the plug is in place.
At the end of the bottom horizontal portion on the loop
there is a three way ball valve with a tee port and a one
inch port size. The ball valve was used in two ways. While
circulating the suspension, the ball was turned so that the
valve served as a sharp 900 elbow and the suspension flowed
through -he compressor thus permitting closed loop operation.
When it was desired to remove the solids from the loop, the
valve was turned to allow the suspension to flow straight
through and prevent it from going through the circulator.
A one inch ball valve located between the three way valve
and the compressor was opened allowing roam air. to be sucked
through the compressor and causing the suspension to be blown
s
into a sintered stainless steel tube attached to the three-
way valve. The blown steel tube acted as a filter and allzle31
the air to pass through but trapped the particles.
Some of the auxiliary equipment associated with the closed
loop circulation of the suspension are the pressure measuring
instruments and probe positioning equipment. All of the test
section_ pressure drop measurements for suspension flow were
made using an R. Feuss model 134b micromanometer. These
micromanometers can be read down to .00?" of water and as h.Lgh
as 6.25 inches of water by use of five different scales corr2sa
ponding to five positions on a fixed graduated arc. Static
pressure measurements were made at the first pressure taps
on each test section by use of standard U-tube manometers,
These manometers read up, to 10 inches of Hg with an accurancy
of .1 inch. Orifice pressure drops were also measured with
a U-tube manometer with a 31" range and an "a ccuracy  of .111
of fluid. The fluid in this manometer was a Dwyer gage fluid
with a specific gravity of 1.75.
Manual traverses were used to position both the anemometer
probe and the downstream impact tube. The traverses were manu-
factured by United 'Senso-_- and Control Corp-. and have a 6" scale
allowing a positioning accuracy of .01 inches. The units also
have,a protractor and rotary vernier so that directional
accuracy of within 10 can be obtained.
The complete closed-loop system -vas periodically checked
,
for leaks at all Stages during construction and ex pe r#rent"a-
ion by soap bubble testing and by use of a commercial leak
c
* ,
adetection lacquer. No leaks were found to develop after final con-
struction of the loop was completed,
Anemometry. v In a closed loop system for recirculating gas-
solid suspensions, one of the greatest difficulties lies ir.
i
obtaining air flow rate measurements. Rotameters or wet test
meters cannot be used due to the adverse effects of the solids
on instruments. For larger diameter pipes pitot tubes with
large openings have been used to obtain air velocities. For
use in a 1" tube the pitot tube must be very small so as to
create as little flow disturbance as possible.
	
in this study,
however, it was found that the use of a small pitot tube is not
practical for gas-solids flow since this opening will contyna--
ously became blocked with particles so that measurements cannot
be taken.	 The use of an orifice or a venturi to determine t:fte
c
a
volumetric flow rate of the fluid is also 	 questionable ., since
p it is not known how the solids effect the orifice coefficient.
Due to its delicate nature, it is difficult to use a hot
wire anemometer probe even to obtain air velocities with pure
air flow.
	
With solids suspended in the flow itis impossible
to use standard hot wire probes for these measurements.	 During
the course of this study hot wire and film probes of various 	 "!
configurations were tested and were found to break before any
measurements could be made.
Recent advances in electronics have made possible the
development of solid state anemometry units with which a
thermistor probe may be used.	 One such thermistor probe de-
veloped by the DISA S&B Corp. was field tested in the closed
i
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loop for k hour of continuous operation under conditions of
heavy loading using large diameter particles. At the end of
this time it was found that the probe had not changed calibra-
tion. A close-up of this type of probe, which was used to
measure fluid velocity,, velocity profiles and relative percent
turbulence during this study, is shown in figure /. The probe
is L-shaped and has a glass coated thermistor bead suspended
at the tip. The L-shape of the probe allows velocity measure-
ments to be taken without interference from the support rod.
The thick glass coating prevents the particles from damaging
the thermistor or interfering with the measurement. The
disadvantage of using this type of thermistor probe is that it
is more sensitive to fluid temperature and -herefore requires
a more extensive initial calibration than standard hot wire
probes.
The anemometer used in conjunction with the thermistor
probe was the 55D00 Universal Anemometer manufactured by the
D1SA S&$ Corp. This anemometer consists of four components;
an Anemometer Unit, an Auxiliary Unit, a Digital DC Voltmeter,
and an RMS Voltmeter. The Anemometer Unit is a multipurpose
s.
precision instrument designed primarily for measurement of the
instantaneous mass flow of gases and liquids, using either a
hot-wire, a hot-film or a thermistor probe. The unit was
operated as a constant-temperature anemometer but is switchable
r
	 1
Figure 7: Close up of Thermistor Probe.
Figure 8: Front panels of four Anemometer
Modules.
Iyam.
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frequency DC amplifier with high-pass and low-pass filters, zero
adjustment, and a square-wave generator. The instrument is
entirely solid-state, using state-of-the-art silicon transi.:.tc
and integrated curcuits.
"'he all-transistor RMS Voltmeter is designed for measure-
ment of the actual root-mean-square value of AC voltages (RIMS
voltages) between 300 YJ and 300V inside the frequency range
of 1 Hz to 400kHz. These voltages may be sinusoidal or none
sinusoidal and have crest factors as highas 5 at full scale
deflection and 15 at one-third of full-scale deflection. The
ability of the voltmeter to accept waveforms having such high
crest factors ensures a high degree of accurancy, even in
measurement of nonsinusoidal wave forms such as noise and pulse
trains. The Voltmeter also premits varying the integrator time
constant for best possible response time, depending on the wave
form and frequency of the voltage under measurement. The time
constant varies from 0.1 to 30 sec.
The Digital Voltmeter is another fully transistorized
instrument. It incorporates a self-balancing servo system and
'	 provides digital readout of DC voltages from 1`millivolt up to
100 volts. A damping circuit with stepwise variable time 	 t
constant (1, 3, and 10 secs.) permits measurement inside the
limits determined by the time constant, of the ,arithmetic
mean of the signal from an anemometer whose probe is exposed
t
to a turbulent flow. A photograph of the front panels of
:x	 these four modules is shown in figure 8.
^v
Mass-flow meter. - In order to determine the average solids
concentration in the suspension a two phase flow meter designed,
built and developed by the Bureau of Nines at Morgantown,
West Virginia was employed. A cross section of this flow meter
is shown in figure 9. As received from the Bureau of Mines,
the meter had a filler which did not possess smooth surfaces
and had a tendency to deteriorate when attacked by the suspension.
For the purposes of this study a special casting was prepared
and a silastic rubber was poured into the meter. 	 When cured
r
' :,tR'this rubber provided a filler which did not sag, wasBoth
and was impervious to suspension flow.
The metering element is a circular target that is inserted 7
in the two phase flow stream.
	
The target is attached Lo a rod
at the end of a cantilevered itretal, strip to which are affixed
x
metal-foil strain gages.
	
Elimination of temperature effects
Ag
upon the meter performance is achieved by having the stain
r
gages mounted in tension and compression, one on each side of
4
the metal. stripe	 The metal-fail strain gages sense the deflec-
tion of the flexible me tat strip caused by the solids and gas
._
acting on the target.
The gages form an active cownpnsated ha" f •bri eV,e and were
used in con 4,unction with two fixed resistors, all comprising a'
complete Wheatstone bridge. Because of the large rapid fluctua-
tion in the bridge-output signal, along-time constant
resistor-capacitor filter was incorporated. The filter was
used primarily to obtain long-term average flow readings,
with a time constant of about 1.4 seconds. The filter also
.t
am
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removed electrical "ringing" at the natural resonant frequency
of the flexible metal strip. A third resistor section was
included in the bridge for balancing the fixed resistors
and a potentiometer performed this function.
A Nark 280 Brush two channel recorder with preamplifier
was used to record the output from the two-phase flow meter
as well as the output of a chromel.-alumel thermocouple.
The thermocouple was used to measure the fluid temperature
at a point in the downward vertical portion of the loop a
few inches before the two phase flow meter. The recordirg
system used in this study was able to measure an output as
small as one micro-volt and was capable of step variation
in sensitivity.
In order to obtain meaningful results with the
two 'phase flow meter, however, it must be calibrated in
an open loop system under various conditions of solids
loading and gas flow rate.
Open_Calibration Loop. - A schematic diagram of the open 	 }
loop system used for the calibration of the two phase
flow meter is shown in figtx e 10. As can be seen from the
figure the mayor difference between the open and closed
system are in the need for both a continuous particle
feeding and collection system.; A continuous and fairly,
steady feeding of the particles into the air stream was
accomplished by means of a feeder-air lock combination
installed at the top of the feeding "Y" shown in the
figure. The feeder is a BIF helix 'type volumetric dry
ZI
a,
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feeder with intercharieable helices. Solid particles
placed in the feeder hopper flow by gravity into a
chain-driven rotating horizontal helical feed screw. As
the helix rotates,, it moves the material along the base of
the hopper and our through the discharge spout From the
discharge spout the material falls into a Prater rotary air
lock with six individual feeding compartments, This
combination feeder airlock permits continuous feeding
without permitting additional air to be introduced to
the systemo
The design of the collection system for the open-
loop operation presented several difficulties. Since the
study was carried out in an enclosed a%ea„ no dust could
be permitted to contaminate the air. Since ;no cyclone
a,, r;r; 3 s gne i .,;n'i r.rlw'!^ r"e spa ,­. -a ' t"{7 i t:x9:.ior(s of th#
it
	 study) that i s_ 100%, eff%cient,, the use of a wY`^r_1ixR
t!
	
	 would represent a potential health hazard. The use of a
sintered tube for solids collection and weighing although
.	 capable of nearly total efficiency was also found to be
impractical for this system. It was found that after a
short period of time the sintered tube became clogged thus
causing a large pressure drop across the tubeand a
decrease in the fluid flow rate through the loop. It was
therefore difficult to make meaningful measurements.
A cross-section of the collection system finally evolved
is shown in figure 11. It can be seen that the collector
represents a compromise between a cyclone and a sintered
R
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tube. In this design the collector is essentially a cyclone
with sintered tubes providing the air outlet. The slaspens:on
enters the collector at a downward angle tangential to the side
of the cone. The decrease ir. air velocity experienced upon
e:-!passion into the cyclone caused most of the solidi, to drop
to the bottom of he cone. The small portion of solids still
entrained by the air are deposited on the sintered tubes.
This design prevents solids contamination of the air is
well as extensive clogging of the sintered tubes. The two-
phase flow meter was calibrated by weighing the particles
collected per unit time during open loop operations. The
air .flow rate was determined using a commercial pitot tube
in the air irilet section
purchased pitot tube was
location during pure air
the pitot-static testing
Velocities_ obtained from
essentially the same for
of the loop. This commercially
checked while in this upstream
open In-op operation by means of
section previously described.
each instrument were found to be
the Reynolds number range in this
r	 study.
Yaterials
The materials used in this study consisted of five
different size distributions of Scotchlite glass beads
purchased from the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company. Atomized aluminum particles with a mean diameter'
of approximately five microns were also experimented with
during the course of this study. Unfortunately, however„
a.;
it was found that these aluminum particles tended to
R:
S
agglomerate as well as thickly coat the tubing walls. These
particles could not, therefore, be studied with any degree
of reproducibility of- measurement.
The five different types of glass beads studied are
listed in Table IV and ranged in size from average particle
diameters of 10 to 59 microns. ha-,rophotographs of these
particles both before and after beLng circulated are
shown in figures 12-16 and indicate no change in the
sphericity of the particles.
	 The size distribution of these
particles both before and after circulation in the closed
loop system were obtained by use of a Coulter counter.
These distributions will be presented in a later section of
this dissertation.
Experimental Procedures
Y
Three separate experimental procedures were adhered to
w	 during the course of this study. 	 These correspond to the
situation of pure air runs, open loop calibrations, and
closed loop experiments respectively and are described in
the following sections.'
Pure air runs., ° The pure air runs were primarily performed
with the closed loop configuration, but some runs were also
made with the open loop =ystem.
	
These runs were carried out in
order to calibrate and check tbe- entire system for the condition
of zero loading ratio.
	
During these runs pressure drops
across both horizontal and vertical test sections were taken
and pure air friction factors for each of these sections were
ralmilatPCi_	 ThP thprmistnr anemometer nrobe was also
Table IV. Particle Sizes
Descriptive
Title
Actual Nominal
Particle size*
50 59
30 34
#279 25
#981 20
#980 10
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calibrated using the downstream pitot-static testing section at
the fluid flow rates aryl temperatures encountered during the
study. The two .-phase flow meter readout resulting from clean
air flow at different mass flow rates was also obtained. No
significant difference was found when these strain gage readouts
were compared for open and closed loop systems at equivalent
mass flow rates.
The experimental procedure during these runs can be
described as follows. After an equipment-warm up period of
between 30 minutes and one hour, the readout from the two
phase flow meter was set to zero.
	
At this time the voltage
from the anemometer was also checker for agreement with a
previously obtained voltage temperature correlation.
	
This
voltage-temperature reiatirnnshi.p was determined by regulating
the temperature of the loop by means of the room air-conditioner
,.. and recording the anemometer voltage and corresponding loop
temperature over a long time period without flow.
	
In order
to obtain consistent and useful anemometer calibrations for
all flow condtions and temperatures it was necessary to have
the -ern flow voltage agree with this relationship before any
flow measurements could be taken.
	
If necesEary„ the no flow
voltage was adjussted,after which the no flow root mean square
voltage was recorded. 	 Ii^ the remainder of this dissertation
the voltage and root mean square voltage under conditions of
no flow through '.he system will be referred to as 
`7o and
vrmso respectively.
s
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Both micromanometers were then prepared by filling them
with 200 proof ethyl alcohol untiL zero readings were ob^.ained.
Both the impact tube and the anemometer probe were initially
set at the center of the tubing by means of manual traverses„
the compressor was started and the desired RPM of the motor
was obtained by adjusting the speed of the motor until. a slot
on the coupling shaft appeared to stop turning when viewed with
the electronic stroboscope. Fh en steady pressure drop readings
were observed, the pressure drops across the test sections
were recorded as well as the pitot-static section pressure drop.
The anemometer readings were then recorded while an identifi.
cation mark was made on the flow meter and themocouple readout
on the recorder. Static pressure and orifice pressure drop
measurements were then made. .Continuous readings of the room
temperature and humidity were made using a Serdex hygrothemo
graph
Modification of the above proceduze during some pure
air runs depended upon the required measurements. During the
initial runs it was desired to check the pressure ^^^*suring
instruments. It was therfore necessary to design and construct
a pressure manifold. The pressure manifold contained toggle
valves and was used when several pressure drops or instrument
readings were to be made. The manifold was thoroughly checked
for leaks by means of a high pressure compressed air line and
soap bubble testing prior to installation in the experimental
system. Using the manifold it was possible to Compare the test
section pressure drop and pitot tube readings of several
A
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instruments during the same run.. The instruments field tested
along with the R. Feuss micromanometers included a movable leg
manometer, a hook gage and a Flow Corporation W,3 mirromanomere-
The R, Feiiss micromanometers were found to g v p
 the most re!J.ab e
readings and showed the quL:,kest -esponse r changes in flow
or pressure drop Subse -aent L : . • hese	 runs the
R, Feuss micromanonlet.e•:4> were used exclusively for pressure
drop meas.irement:.
Trough the calibration of the anemometer probes was
carried out with both the impact tube and the t_hermistor
probe in the center posil-1 ,1n, it was also necessary to obtain
velocity prot :.les for a -rt.:nbc r of the pure air runs. These
profiles were obtained by mo .tng the impact tube to predeter-
mined positions across the T:ec,`: section using a manual
traverse, The Profiles e ere always made subsequent to the
previously described measurements with fluid temperatures
being continuously recorded,
Pure air :runs were also made after each set of closed
loop suspension runs The purpose of these air runs was tt
determine whether the anemometer probe calibration had been
altered by the solids. During these runs tiie impact tube was
not employed. The pressure drops across each test section were
measured by the micromanometers directly and the anemometer
voltage reading was used together with the previously obtained
calibration to determine the air velocity,. Friction factors
w were calculated fs= this data. If the calculated friction
factors agreed with those previously obtained for each best
8:'.
section, then Lt was concluded that the probe had uot: been
damaged by the particle flow. When a difference was found,
the suspension runs performed subsequent to the previous
calibration check ,were repeated using another calibrated
probe.	 /)
Open loop calibration
	 - In order to obtain a correlation
between the output from r.he two pi.a.se flow meter and solids
loading ratio an extensive series of open ' Loop calibration runs
was performed.
	
During these runs it was necessary to separately
measure the solids and air flow rates and relate these measure-
ments to the flow meter output, suisequently to be referred to
as V^,,, u
J +
After the compressor was adjusted to the proper RPM by
using the stroboscope,, the one inch ball valve beneath the
rotary air lock (see figurF ' 0) was opened, and the rotary
a:
air lock put into operation.	 A switch was then act4vated{
d which allowed the BIF feeder, an electric timer and the
electric vibrator to begin operating simultaneously.,
	 The Bill-7'
feeder could be approximately set for the desired solids flow
. rate before the start of a run by using a-calibration obtained
prior to the installation of the feeder airlock combination
into the experimental system for the no flow condition.
Feeder settings could not be used to precisely determine the
:."lids flow rate since it was found that the feeder rate at a
given setting was dependent upon the 'air flow rate.
E
The upstream pitot tube was used for tre determination
x; of air flow rates.	 The solids flow rate was determined by 3.n
5
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weighing the _ollected particles in a measured time.. The
particles were removed from the collector by mechanically
rapping the top and sides, removing the rubber stopper at the
bottom of the collector and allowing the solids to fall into
a previously weighed beaker„ Visual inspection following this
procedure indicated that there was very little if any particle
residue in the collectijn cone., deighings were rade using a
triple beam balance capable of weighing 2610 grams to the
nearest .1 gram.
Pitot tube readings were made and recorded several.	 times
during each run with recorder output being marked each time*
When the pitot tube pressure drop decreased to 10% below its
initial value the run was terminated.	 This decrease in pitot
tube reading was caused by clogging of the sintered tubes and
consequent decrease of the loop velocity. 	 Due to the design:
' of the collection.system at least 100 gm,_-, of particles could
" be collected even at the hignest solids flow r;tte before it
? was necessary to terminate the runs. 	 After each run it was
necessary to remove the sintered tubes from the collector
and clean them by use of a compressed air line.	 Weighing of
the sintered tubes before and after cleaning indicated that
less than 5 grams of particles were required to clog the tubes.
Shut 'down procedure for the open-loop runs' consisted of
shutting the feeder, timer and 'vibrator simultaneously, then
stopping the airlock, closing the ball valve, and turning
off the compressor and motor-generator.
NEW
6,90
During the open loop calibration runs pressure drop
readings were also made across the upper horizontal test
section. Unfortunately, the fact that the feeder airlock
combination did not feed at a perfectly steady rate caused
pulsations in those readings and led to scatter in the data.
Due to the lerge inventory of particles required and its
time consuming nature, open-loop strain gage calibration was
performed only with the 30^u glass particles.
Closed-loop experiments. - measurements obtained during both
the pure air and open-loop calibration runs were used to obta.,.n
calibrations and correlations necessary in order to analyze
the closed-loop results.
	
During these closed-loop runs pres-
sure drops across each test section and the orifice as well 4
as velocity and turbulence measurements were recorded. 	 From
'- m 7
these data the effect of particle size and concentration, as
well as fluid flow rates, upon friction factors, gas velocity
profiles and orifice coefficient was studied.
The operating procedure for these runs was somewhat less
complicated than that for the open-loop calibration runs.
After the initial warm up period, setting the instruments to
appropriate no flow values and recording Voand Vrmso' a pre-
weighed sample of particles was poured into the loop through
the closed-loop feeding inlet previously described., The
motor-generator was turned on and the compressor put into
operation.	 The stroboscope was set at the highest RPM under
consideration and the compressor speed adjusted to maintain
z
this RPM.	 The pressure drops across the two test sections
Cwere measured directly by means of the two R. Feuss micromaro
meters. When these pressure drops and the output from ti-e. .w••:
phase flow meter showed no change with time :, readings were taken
fhe anemometer voltage and root mean square voltage were
recorded while the thermocouple and flow meter recorder out-
put was marked. ,he test section and orifice pressure drop
measurements were then '_ ken foln, a g ed by the Etntic pressure
measurements. With the same particles still in the circulating
loop the compressor speed was set .f:or each of the remaining
RPM to be studied and the same procedure of data recording ws-
followed.
Far, the close ,3-loop sr_ud. solids loading was determined
by means of the calibrated f<-a ss ­ flow meter and air ve `_ 'titles
and turbulence measurements were madw using the calibrated
thermi.stor probes. Velocity profiles were obtained for *.
number of suspension runs using the thermistor probe and e
manual traverse. These profiles were al^,rays made subsequent
to pressure drop and ;centerline velocity measurements. be
entire closed loop system was electrically grounded through
A:
the compressor by means of cables connected across each glass
test section for all suspension runs.
Since attrition of larger diameter particles during closed-
loop operation was felt to be more likely than r,;i th the smaller
particles, the loop was cleaned more frequently when the two
largest size ,particles were studied. For these particles,
mans were made at 10 gram increments and thee-loop cleaned every
`	 other run. For the two middle size articles employed,
 ^
	in thisP	 P q
.	 T
Y	
t
Jam..
study, runs were also made at 10 gram increments but the loop
i %,as cleaned	 after every fourth run.	 For the smallest sized
particle the loop was
	 not cleaned until a complete series of
eight runs were completed. 	 The high cost and difficulty of
obtaining the three smaller diameter p-.rticles along with the
very small inventory of these particle- available for this
study strongly influenced the forF,;toing method of operation.
The particles were collected in the sintered tube shown
in figure
	 6	 by use of the three-way ball valve in the
flow-through position. 	 Particles from different r:.ins were
saved in labeled jars for subsequent particle size distri-
bution analysis so that particle attrition could be studied`
on representative samples.
The mass flow meter output was used to determine whether
the loop was completely clean.	 After every loop clean-out pure
l air runs were made to check out all parts of the experimental
systems
z
a
i
v
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IV EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results obtained during pure gas studies, open-loop
mass flow meter calibration as well as closed-loop investi-
gations with circulating suspensions will each be presented
separately in the following sections.
Pure Gas Results
During closed-loop experimentation (with pure gas as the
circulating fluid), velocity profile, pressure drop, anemo-
meter and orifice calibration data were obtained.
	
The results
obtained from thtsa data are presented below.
Velocity profiles. - Velocity profiles were obtained for tube
Reynolds number ranging from 3450 to 41200 by use of the
downstream pitotmstatic testing section previously described.
Typical velocity profile data across the tube are shown in
figure 17.	 The figure also shows a plot of the curve obtained
using 1/7th power law based on the centerline velocity
experimentally determined.	 The agreement between the experi-
mental data and the theoretical curve is seen to be better
_ than 3% at all points.
	
The experimental data were obtained
{
with three measuring instruments:	 the R. Feuss micromanou
meter, a movable leg manometer, and a specially designed hook
gage.
	 The data from the three instruments were practically
identical ., so that only one experimental point is discernible
at some of the traverse positions.
The velocity data obtained from each traverse were also
plotted against the radial distance from the center of the
tube.	 The 'area under these curves was determined using a
c
s
I -I
a^
^Y
y f._
polar planimeter and the average gas velocity was calculated.
The reader iE referred to Appendix A for details of this
operation. The ratio of the average to centerline gas ve_!oc
ities as determined by this procedure are presented in
Table V. From this table it would appear that in a Reynolds.
number range of between 3670 and 41200 the avera e to
centerline velocity ratio is .80 + 2.5. 9 which is ghat
would be expected upon integration of a velocity profile
for a fluid obeying the 1/7th power law.
Friction factors. - Friction factor results were determined
by measuring pressure drops across both he horizontal and
vertical test sections. For runs in which velocity profiles
were taken, the experimentally determined.average velocity
was used in the friction factor calculation otherwise a value
of .8 times the centerline velocity was taken as the average
velocity. Since the pressure drop across each test section
is relatively small and the flow is isothermal in nature,
14
y.
l
r.
r
the incompressible flow equations were -used to determine
friction factors. The method of calculation is indicated in
Appendix A along with a sample calculation.
A plot of the calculated .Blasius friction factor
(Blausius friction factor equals 4' time '"the 'Fanning'friction
factor) as a function of the gas Reynolds number for the
horizontal; test section is shown in figure 18. Two empirical
equations are commonly used to represent the relation between
the gas friction factor and the Reynolds number for flow
. 4
C.
jIµ}
€-
95.
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TABLE V.
VARIATION OF RATIO OF AVERAGE CENTERLINE GAS VELOCITY WITH
GAS REYNOLDS NUMBER.
(Re) g
v
vc
3450 ,736
3670 .783
4300
.777
11500 .823
19150 .788
31835 .789
41200 .83a
z
o:
x
e
a.-
t'
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through smooth tubes (ref. 63). 	 The first equation is valid
the Reynolds number range between 5000 and 200,000 and cor-
responds to
f 	 0.784	 (34?
(R
Equation (34) is plotted along with the data in figure 18.
Curves corresponding to ± 5% deviation from this correlation
are indicated b y the dashed lines.	 As can be seen from the
figure, equation (34) provides an adequate description of
I
the data since the bulk of the experimental results fall
between the +5a curves on the figure.
The second correlation commonly used to represent
fiction factor data for turbulent flow through smooth tubes
is presented below
.5
f	 =	 .00560	 +(35)B	 (Re)g
This empirical relation is a more exact equation and is
reportedly (ref. 63) valid in a wide Reynolds number range
of between 3000 and 3,000,000. 	 The calculated friction
factor data from the vertical test section is presented in
'- figure 19 as a function of Reynolds number along with a curve x
of the friction factor calculated using equation (35). 	 The
+5% deviation curves are again indicated by dashed Lines.
Since most of the calculated data fall within these deviation
curves, equation (35) can be used to represent the pure gas
-vertical test section friction factor results.	 The differ-
ences between the friction factors of the horizontal and
.,	 s
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vertical test sections can be attributed to the fart that
the horizontal test sectior is metal while the vertical*
section is glass and each has different surface proper-
ties. Another factor possibly influencing this difference
could be the different location of the two sections, with the
vertical section Leing closer to the gas-solids circulator.
In any case, the friction factor data obtained from each section
can be adequately represente.: by commonly used empirical
relations, namely equation (34) for the horizontal and
equation (35) for the vertical test section.
Anemometer Calibrations. -. In order to determine gas 'veloc-
ities in suspension flow, a calibrated anemometer probe was
required.	 The calibration of these probes was carried out with
pure gas circulating in the closed loop system through the
use of the downstream pitot-static section. 	 Since the
fj thermistor probe is very sensitive to the temperature of
the flowing gas, a number of curves of anemometer output
voltage as a function of fluid velocity at. different temper-
atures was required for each calibration. 	 A cross plot of
these curves was then made in order to obtain a single plot
of voltage versus temperature with fluid velocity as a
parameter.	 During the course of this study, five probes
were calibrated in this manner.
	
The final voltage versus
temperature plot for probe #5 is shown is figure 20. A
typical curve of voltage as function of velocity at an arbitrary
temperature using rrobe #5 is presented in Appendix A. 	 As
s; can be seen from figure 20, when the temperature increases`
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the output voltage decreases at any given velocity, typical
of a thermistor type transducing element. At the outset o:^
this project it was thought that these probes could be made
with such an accurancy as to allow the calibration of one
probe to be within +lh of the calibration of another.
Calibration of each of the five probes, however, showed this
to be true for only two cases.
Orifice Calibration. - Orr (ref. 64) maintains that an
orifice is essentially unaffected by the presence of solids
and may be used to meter gas-flow rates in suspension flow.
In order to determine the validity of using an orifice to
meter gas flow rates of suspension an orifice calibrated for
pure gas flows required. This was obtained by installing
pressure taps across the aiming orifice located above the
strain. gage as shown in figure 9, and taking pressure drop
measurements for pure air runs using the anemometer to deter-
mine the air flow, rates. Knowing the pressurE drop across
the orifice and the air flow rate, orifice coefficients
were calculated (see Appendix A). The variation of these
orifice coefficients with orifice Reynolds number is
shown in figure 21. As can be seen from the figure, above a
Reynolds number 20,000 the orifice coefficient is essentially
a constant of .63.
Open-Loop Calibration Results
In order to.determine suspension loading ratios during
closed-loop operation the two phase :Flow meter was calibrated
using the open-loop system and experimental procedure previously
_	 :.^.:.. _. ^.^„. .... _	 ^.... .'.'.	 ^..^... •:'^^.(r+r.3n. ^yp^y.. .. .^ 	 .w-anrss... 1M.µ: : .. 1. _....0+.
a^
x^ x
,.^ :<
3'.=
^.i
^^
t;, '^
1 C ,,'
cJ^^
described. Uaring these open-loop calibration runs, which
were carried out with both pure gas and suspensions as the
working fluids, the centerline mass flow rate was varied
between 2.2 and 5.5. The suspension runs were made with
feeder rates between .25 and 14.5 gms/sec. achieved by
changing the sett-.ng on the BIF screw type feeder. The
data obtained were correlated in ,he form predicted by a
simple momentum analysis presented below.
The strain gage reading obtained from the two-phase
flow meter is proportional to the force which the fluid
exerts on the circular target inserteu in the stream. This
force is equal to ti-e time rate of chance of momentum of the
fluid, so that
vS1 OC F= dmfvs
	
(36)
The fluid in this case is composed of both gas and solids,	 -I!
therefore, equation (36) can be written as
V	 k d,mv	 k d *r.v
Expansion of this equation yields
N' ST
 k1vg db + k2vp d + k1mg 
at  
+ k2mp atp
	
(38)
dt
Assumi:^g tnat there is no slip between the particle and gas
(VP = vg ) and that the particles and gas are not acceler.atingg
VST k1 vg t dt	 d	 (39)1
Howf:ver,
dm z 
egvgA	 (40)
dt
-OL O
and
dMID 
s 
W 
t
so that-,,
1ST W klvg ( F9v9A + k2 WP)	 (42)
Z
Rearranging equation (42) by multiplying and dividing each
part of the right hand side by Pg gives
2VST ._	 Pg2vg + k2 f gvva p	 (43)
i P^
Assuming the density of the gas to be approximt;ely constant,
equation (43) can be rewritten as
VST = kl g Qvg) + k2 'evg(W)	 (44)
where
klt _ kjA and k 2 r
 = k2
eg	 g
Since the area of the target does not occupy the entire flow
area of the tube, it is entirely possible that the relation
between VS,. and the mass flocs rate of gas and solids is not
	
"	 linear so that an equation of the form,
o	 r^'
	
VST ki ' Pvg ( ^vg )z
 + k2
	
Vg )(Wp)b	 (45)
may be expected,;
In order to facilitate the calibration of the meter,
equation (45) was modified in terms of centerline velocity; 	 x
as follows
(46)
1.
VST s k1'evc (evc ) a + V'evcCWp)b
	
^^	
G
fwhere
k1•• = k1
,
 (.8 1 + a
d u
and k2`° = 8 k 2 "
Th'r pure gas (WP = 0) strain gage output was plotted as
a functi.Y, T the centerline mass flow rate in figure 22,
According to equation (46) when log VST is plotted as a
function of log vc , with Wp = 0, a straight line should
result with slope 1 + a and an intercept (ev c
 = 1.0) of
k1
	The log plot of VSTO versus vG shown in figure 23
indicates that a = .808 and k 	 .0128,	 A typical readout
from the Brush recorder for VST is shown in figure 24.
The suspension data were treated in a similar manner with
equation (46) indicating that an arithmetic plot of V ST	 ^ITfl
versus vv should yield. a family of straight lines pa:. sing 3
through the origin with a varying slopa equal to k 2" (w )b.
This is illustrated by figure 25.
	
The value of k" and b
are readily obtained by plotting the log of VVST, t' f	 `"
versus the log of W' ss shown in figure 26.
	 It was inter-
P
esting to note that the slope b was equal to .808 exactly the
same value as obtained from the pure gas results. 	 Substituting
the values of the experimentally determined constants, equation
(46) can be written as
v .	 v	 .808	 v	 W	 .803
VST
	
.0128 (^'	 c)	 (	 c)	 + .0155	 c	 (	 p)	 f 47)
Since the ratio of the particle flow rate	 W 	 and the gas
mass flow rate .8fvcA is the calibration correlation in terms
of '
	 is	 SST023$
.590	 (48)
"^ o t^vii
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Figure 22: Strain gage read out for pure gas,
VST09 as a function of centerline mass
flow rate.
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IAlthoua^h ter.h Acally only valid for the 30/particl •;,, this
correlation was used to determine loading ratios for all the
glass particles studied in this work. Recorder outputs for
two cases n ' strain gage output, one each for high and low feed
rates, is shown in figure 27. The pulsing observed on the low
feed rate sample output is a result of the feeding character-
istics of the screw type feeder. Ulheneve.r pulsing was obtained
an average value of strain gage output at any given point was
used to determine the solids loading.
Closed Loop Results
During closed-loop operations with a suspension as the
working fluids mass flow ratios, friction factors for both
vertical and horizontal test sections, centerline and penzent
turbulence a- well as orifice coefficit-nts were determined.
In addition, a photographic analy3is using the pyrex section
preceding the horizontal test section (see fig;. 6) was
performed for representative Reynolds number and loading
ratio conditions. Particle size distribution analyses were
also made on representative particulate samplesboth before
and after circulation throu gh the loop. The results of each
G
of the analyses and experiments mentioned above are presented
separately in the following sections.
Mass flow ratios. W Loading ratios were determined by use of
the two-phase flow meter previously described along with the
open-loop calibration represented by equation 48.' Samples
of the flow meter output f,-r closed-loop operation are shown
x
in figur e 28. Velocities were obtained from anemometer
F	 7
19.2.
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readings usiR calibrated thermistor probes, Curves of loaning
ratios as a function of weight added to the system were 	 s
obi ,atned for the five particle sizes at each of three dilferell^
Reynolds number ranges, These curves are presented in
fig,x e-^, 4-1,9 - 37, The data from which the 7%. rves were faLre^!
i s also indicated i n each figure,  As can he Sr,.en from the
fiaure<s, with the excep° lon -t r:h^ 980 glass, beads avg urn	 ' ^'/-L:
all of the curves are roughly S .-shaped. For «ach partic ie
size a comparison of the plots for the three dli.t:ferenr
'Reynolds nunL)ers indicate that the higher the Reynolds ni;mbet
the higher the loading ratio at any given weight added to
the system, This effect is more pronounced as the wei.ght
added to the loop ts increased, This phenome rta iS exi-'.aine t
by the fac e" that a Larger percentage of pa rt_ wc.! e s are eti^ ra%'<xe^l
by the gas when its velocity is high as compared to when .
I sow, At lower air velocities it is more li'rely -n have
particles caught in the compressor, elbows. or other sera°ionc
of the system, or coating the loop. It should also be po:k;-ed
out that particles will remain in suspens.oa at higher:
concentrations for higher air velocities This accounts for	 3
the decreasing magnitude of the flattened upper portion of
t ^ S-shaped curves with decreasing gas Reynolds Number
for each particle size
The shape of these curves could be exp _aj-ned on the
basis of differing interacting effects The lower portion
of the curves is less steep and indic ates that-- a small
percentage of the particles added to the system are
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actually circ .dating . For larger particles (Dp w 50/,4 and 30/,,,. )
this effect is less pronounced than for the smaller particles
(#279,981, and 980) and is primarily due to the particles
accumala-ljx4,
 in irregularities of the loop. For the smaller;'
particles the effect can al"o be attributed to their
cohesiveness whic.-- initially m. Vms them more difficult to
circulate and possibly ixidicates =a tendency for these particles
to coat the loop (although thiw was not visually observed
excepts for the smallest size glass beads).
The steep portion of these curves appears to occur
after the surface irregularities are filled and after cohesive
forces are no longer sufficient to prevent additional
particles from being circulated. The steepness of this
portion of the curve depends on the particle size. The
smaller particles being more easily entrained by the flowing
gas show a steeper slope than the larger particles which are
not as easily carried by the fluid.
After this steep portion., the figures indicate a
second flattened part in the curves. In this regicn adding
more particles to the system does not appear to significantly
increase the amount of circulating material This area of
the curve is a result of particle sedimentation, so that
as particles are added other particles settle out at
approximately the same rate. This sedimentation can be
partially attributed; to the size of the particles, as the
P v
1. •" L
Reyno7 as nivn"rt
	 However, since rhi:, fla ,:.cuing 0-li t, fir- ears
at approaimate.l y the same loading ratio for the or het part i,. ^
and si.ncP 41i the lower Reynolds numbers the smaller particles
exhiti.r :l.at portions at the same or lower concentrations
than the large particles, a more complic-i-o!a explanation is
indicated. The cc-hesiveness of the titre varticl.es almost
cwrtainly will tend to cause :7fd-i. lent.at.icis at lowpr
concentrations than would be otherwise expected., Further-
more, the lower the gas velocity, the more impo rtant the
cohesive force since reentrainment in the fluid strr_am become--
more difficult. The visual observations through the pyrex
viewing sections of the loop indicated when Gr: +.imulat:ion
of particles at the bottom of the horizontal. s^rti.on ^F ured.
Concentrations at which this "saltiizg out" was visuaily
observed are indicated by vertical dashed line:; :,.r" figures
29-37. It should be noted tbat sedimenta`ion was somewhat
difficult to see for the large particles rue to thF . r :;mall
volume at the inkApient point= of sedime:)t6, iJ,Dn. ;smaller
particles presented a different problem J" that since the
flow appeared very thick even at relatively low concentrations
(due to the large number of dispersed part:icl.es^, it was 	 >
difficult to see particles at the bottom of the pyrex section.
For any given particle size, the visual observations
indicate that particle accumulation begins at lower
concentrations for the lower Re ynolds numbers. This is not
s
unexpected since the carrying capacity of -r.he fluid is
reduced when the gas velocity is decreased. The 50/,,
1260
particles we-.e not observed to "salt out" at the concentrations
and Reynolds numbers considered in this investigation. It
was observed, however, that although these particles did not
accumulate at,
 the bottom of the tube, they did exh±b: `: what
has been described as "bouncing flow" (particles .ire transported
by bouncing along the bottom of the tube) through many of the
runs. Furthermore, these particles also visually appeared
to be flowing in a somewhat "segregated" manner with a
higher particle density appearing at the bottom of the tube
than at the top,
Accumulation of the 30/x particles visually appeared to
occur at loading ratio of about 0.7 for the lowest Reynolds
number range ( (Re) g
 = 13700) and approximately 1.0 for the
middle Reynolds number range ( (Re) g = 17500). No accumulation
was noted for the high Reynolds number runs ( (Re), =25,500),
although the "bouncing flow" and "segregated" flow phenomena
were evident.
The #279 glass beans were found to accumulate at all
three gas Reynolds numbers, as indicated by the figures.
However, "segregated" flow was not noticeable by eye
a
although some "bouncing flow's
 was observed for high	 ±
concentrations in the lowest Reynolds number runs,
The #981 glass beads appeared to behave almost identically
to the #279 beads, Accumulation of ,particles for the two
lower Reynolds number conditions occured at about the same
concentrations No accumulation was observed at the higher
Reynolds number for loading ratios up to approximately
f
1270
1.9; accumulation for the #279 beads at this Reynolds number
was observed at a loading ratio of 2.1. It should be pointed
out, however,, that no signs of either "bouncing" flow or
"segregated" flow were visually observed for the #981 beads
at any of the flow conditions considered. The 980 glass
beads were found to be the most difficult glass particles to
work with. Because of their extremely cohesive nature they
began accumulating at the lowest particle concentrations for
all Re no id num be oriditions Th 	 ee w e l	 A4 44:4 Ity	 s	 r c	 .	 y	 r	 a so	 cu
to remove from the loop during clean-out. 	 Accumulation or
coating was observed in both vertical and horizontal sections
and was of a different nature t ►ian observed for the larger
particles.
	
It appeared that this accumulation was quite finer
covered large areas of the tube and had a dendritic type
structure.
	 A photograph of this phenomenon will be presented
in a later section of the dissertation.
The #980 glass bead were also found to be affected by
the moisture in the air.
	 Figures 36 and 37 show the difference
in concentrations obtained when the same amount of #980 glass
beads were added under different conditions of room and
particle moisture content.
	 In the condition labelled "high
humidity" the 980, particles were exposed to room air for
approximately two weeks and the experimental runs were made
on relatively humid days.	 For the condition labelled "low
humidity", runs 4iere:made with fresh #980 glass beads on
days of relatively low humidity, 	 Ar indicated by the figures
the higher moisture 'content caused lower concentrations for	
t
,,
I1280
s
s
y.
any given wei?, nt of particles added at all Reynolds numbers.
As can be seen from figure 37, no particle flow at all was
obtained for the lowest Reynolds number run. However, no
difference between friction factor data for the high and
low humidity runs was observed at any given loading ratio.
The fact that humidity affects the number of small particles
flowing through the system but no- the frictional pressure
loss associated with a given loading ratio for these
particles, further indicates that the cohesiveness of the
smaller particles rather than gravitational forces is the
primary factor in determining the concentration at which
accumulation occurs at any given gas velocity. It should
also be pointed out that data for the #980 glass beads were
not obtained at higher loadings due to the fact that at
higher loadings than shown in figure 36 and 37, clogging
of the pressure taps in both the vertical and horizontal
test sections occured.
Friction facto rs. 	 Friction factors for both the vertical
and horizontal test sections were calculated using measurements
of pressure drop, inlet static pressures centerline velocity,
temperature and loadirg ratio. The calculations were
performed, by using the incompress:.ble flow equation for
friction factor based on the density of the pure gas. This
equation may be represented by
7a •_.
i
y2^.
where
APf =	 6bF	 APh	 - L1Fa 	 50'
with	 NPmc = measured pressure drop corrected for length
of manometer leads in vertical section.
&Ph = gravity pressure head in vertical test section,
zlPa
 =.acceleration pressure losses.'
In these closed loop experiments ^.he pressure loss across
each test section was very small compared to the static
pressure and the flow was essentially isothermal in nature so
that A Pa was found to be negligible. The gravity pressure
head is a function not only of the gas properties but the
solids loading as well and can be described as
4 ph 	 1 + q ) L eg	 (51)
The corrected measured pressur- drop is the measured pressure
drop plus the head of air in the manometer leads b^-~ween
n	 the pressure taps in the vertical section,
L ,Pmc	 CPa + L eg
	
(52)
so that for the vertical section
A6,p f _ QPm w ,yl Pg L	 (53)
In the horizontal test section the gravity pressure head
is zero and A 1MC _ APm so that
A Pf _ .,nL P
The gas densities used in the calculation for the friction
factor in each test section were corrected for the average
static pressure across the test section. Measured values of
the static pressure at different centerline velocities are
presented in figure 38 for the horizontal test section and
laG.
T.
i	 ♦ 	 1	 ^	 ,+	 +S	 ♦ 	 1 	
M1^	
TwMw	 ^  ♦
T I	 Figure. 38: Variation of Horizontal section static3
pressure with centerline mass velocity for:
2 ` the closed loop system.	 { ^'
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figures 39 for the vertical test section. The velorities
required for the calculations were determined from centerline
velocities measured on the anemometer, multiplied by .8 and
corrected for flow area and pressure differences in each best
section assuming constant gas mass flow rate through the
1oc%p.
In order to preset;*_ the resuts for each test section
in a convenient manner, the calculated suspension friction
factor based on equation 12 was divided by the appropriate
pure gas friction fac=tor for each test section, Equation
34 for the horizontal section and equation 35 for the
vertical section, This fric. .,n factor ratio was then
plotted as a function of solids Loading ratio for the -ase
of either the horizontal or vertical test section for each
Of the five particle Sizes and each of three Reynolds number
ranges. These plots are shown in figures 40 64. Curves
indicated on the figures were faired by eye to represent the
data points on each plat.
Figures 40 and 41 are plots of the 501A, particle data
for the horizontal section. As can be seen from the data
there is'an-increase in the friction factor ratio as the
loading ratio is increased for each of the Reynolds numbers;
the increase at any given loading ratio being greatest for
the lowest Reynolds number and least for the highest Reynolds
number. Figures 42 and 43 are plots of the 50µ'particle
data for the vertical test section. These plots indicate a
large decrease in the friction factor ratio as loading ratio
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with centerline—mass velocity for the closed
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is increased. This "drag reducti^n l" is found to be gre-ate-st
at the highest Reynolds number and smallest with the lowest
Reynolds number. In other words, the lower the Reynolds
number the higher the friction factor ratio for both the
vertical and the horizonta: test sections. Figure 42
also indicates that at the higher Reynolds number the "drag
reduction" appears to 1)ave an int ection 9 perhaps indicating
a tendency to reach a minimum. Figure 44 is a composite of
the curv,as drawn Lhr ugh the data for the six different
conditions studied using the 50A,e, particles and clearly
indicates both the difference between the horizontal and
vertical test sections as well as the Reynolds number effect
in each section.
The results obtained using the 30," particles are
indicated in figures 45 • 48 and appear to exhibit similar,
trends as the 50 M> particles, with less drag increase in the
horizontal test section but slightly greater "drag reduction"
in the vertical section for thA highest Reynolds number
condition. Figure 47 also indicates a slight inflection in
the friction factor curve for the highest Reynolds number
in the vertical test section. The Reynolds number effect is
perhaps most dramatically indicated by figure 49 which is a
composite showing the curves representing the thrte different
Reynolds number conditions in the horizontal and vertical test
sections using the 30/.,j, 'glass beads.
The results of the friction ,factor study using #279
x,`	 glass beads (approx. avg. Dp 25/k are shown in figures
l- q 15 .
.:sxr.{.°°'° "
"u^ ^	 '^., ^'^ lip N^ ^ ^y^
0 0 0"
tN
0-1
10) v 0 P7ICdrL
TE."GT 5ECTION'
........................
CLEO
.,
Ax. PA PRT I
....... 	 . 	 .
.5 G	 S LO	 1.5-2,10 5,0A
Figure 49: Friction factor ratio as a function of loading ratio
with Reynolds number as a parameters
14 4 .
50 anc 51. `ihe figures, representing the results in the
horizontal test section, indicate that although "drag
reduction" is obtained at the two lowest Reynolds numbers
this dec^-ease is only 18% maximum and there. is actually a
slight drag increase for the lowest Reynolds number condition.
Tht results with the vertical test section shown in figures
52 and 53, again indic ate "drag reciuction 1t
 but not to the
extent indicated with the larger particles. No inflection
point is exhibited in the vertical test section results but
an inflection point and a minimum friction factor ratio seem
to be shown for the two highest Reynolds numbers in the
horizontal. -.cst section. These results are more clearly
illustrated by the composite for the #279 glass beads shown
in figure 54.
Figures 55 - 58 indicate the friction factor results
obtained using the 0981 glass beads. The 3M Corporation had
indicated that these beads have an average diameter of
approximately 15,^- , however, subsequent analysis using a
Coulter counter has Indicated that these particles have a mean
diameter of approximately 20/,twith a somewhat different size
	
x
distribution than the #279 glass bear's. -.These particle size
analyses will be presented in a later section of this
dissertation. In view of the fact that the #279 and #981
particles have approximately the same mean particle size
it is not surprising that the results in, both the horizontal
and -vertical test sections as indicated by figures 50 - 53
and 55 - 58 show the same general trends and are approximately
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the same in mk6nitude. The lone exception, to this agi nement
appears in the horizontal data at the lc*.-est Reynolds number
where a slight drag reduction rather than a slight drag
increase is shown. This could be attributed to the fact th,:,L
the #279 glass beads contain more large particles than t";
#981 glass beads. This could also be the reason that all of
the horizontal test sec t.ior frr.cu.:.on factor results are very
slightly lower than the correspondin,,, results for the #279
glass beads. The results for the three different Reynolds
numbers and the two different test sections are in ,, ,.crated
in figure 59. The figure also shows that a` any given
loading ratio the "drag reduction" is still somewhat greater
for the vertical test section than the horizontal test
section for all Reynolds numbers.
The smallest particles used in this investigation were	 s4
the #980 glass beads (average D
P
 approximately equal to 101-).
The friction factor results obtained using these particles
	 p
are indicated by figures 60 - 63. The figures shoo? slight
"drag reduction" for all Reynolds numbers in both the
horizontal and vertical test sections. The results also
show that the friction factor ratio for both the horizontal
and vertical test sections are nearlyidentical for these
very 'satall particles ( see figure 64).
In order to show more clearly the effect of particle
size on the friction factor ratio, two additional composites
have been _prepared. The composites shown in figures 65 and
66 represent the results of friction factor ratio as a
a
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fitnctl.ltk of ? . "cing ratio for the five rliL.:erent p:art,.: IF
sizes at: Lhp hi :hest Yeyr,*olds number in the vertl.c,, .	 i
horizoi)tra7	 rt . : ,nY respectively. For the vertical section
rrsul*.s it t^ bbsesved that Ole max.imuilL "dr;:, re;dT oc • tion" is
obtai-t.11-'	 or the	 N partic'.cs^ WitY^ tLtE 50p.- fnrt.i^ ls:,
,,iving o; - s'iigL 4 ly more crag. The t! 9A1 and :;`27`3 g!^'s
i -7 
	 ap 7roxlmaL'e ! .nirLj T, itilde C,i.	 i "s FT
ra,^tlr . A 51.,i;	 a	 '.'.t!C. lj, ii[ aTi ac iii.eved wit', t Yjr.. larger
particles. TI-e^ smallest particles appear to :wv,: 'Lhe least
"drag red;lt--'_ _ion" .
Figure 65 4 the composite for the horizontal test. section,,
indl,;ates rY^,t the 50pand 30 /v, gla^s beads result in drag
increases; wi o!a `,--as a tlt± #2"' 9 arid. Y1 981 :articles cause "drag
reduce ion'' of approxirrvitely the .811Mf, arCer of magnitucleg
but less than that exhibited for the same particles in the
vertical section. The 4,980 particles gave approxinlat.ely the
same results for both the horizontal and the vertical test
section.
The best explanation for the vertical test section results
appears to be given 'by the theoretical analysis performed by
N	 Saf fman (ref.  47) . In his analysis, Saffman showed that if
the particles are fine enough for the relaxation time
(a measure of the rate at which the velocity of a particle_
adjusts to chax i ges in the gas velocity) to be small comparedI
with the flow, then the addition of particles causes the
critical Reynolds number for transition from laminar to
turbulent flow to be decreased- and a. drag increase results.
t
. Y,
Fit'+.
However, he predicts that if the particles are coarse so that
the relaxation time is relatively large, thee. the suspension
has a stabilizing action (the particles cause a higher
critical Reynolds number and less frictional pressure loss).
In other words, the finite slip velocity between the
particles and the gas causes energy to be extracted from the
turbulent eddies resuli. ing in a smaller trictionyal dissipation
at the wall. As indicated by Soo (refs. 38, 45) this energy
extraction would be especially prominent in the vicinity of
the wall where the velocity of the particles greatly exceeds
that of the gas.
From Saffman's analysis it would be expected that the
larger particles which lag behind the turbulent fluctuations
of the flowing air but follow the bulk motion of the air will
yield higher "drag reduction" than smaller particles which
to some extent follow,
 the turbulent fluctuations of the
fluid. The fact that the 50e particles yield slightly less
F
drag reduction than the 301Wt)articles in the vertical test
section may also be explained on the basis of Saffman's
analysis. According to his model, for a relaxation time
very, much greater than the characteristic time scale (particle
sizes much greater than those required to obtain the
characteristic relaxation tme),increasing the size of the
particle lessens the stabilizing effect. At the gas Reynolds
numbers studied in this 4^avesti.gation it would appear that
165.
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reduction". 1ithough not verified experimentally, Saffmar_'s
theory would predict higher friction faztor ratios for
particles larger than 50Au..
The results for the horizontal test section cannot be
fully explained on the basis of the theory presented above.
fhe reason for this is apparantly due to gravitational effects
which cause the particle nuxiber density to vary across the
tube and not remain constant as required by Saffman's analysis.
As the particles became smaller, their sedimentation velocity
decreases, hence decreasing the tendency toward "segregated
flow" resulting in the friction factor ratios for the two
sections to approach one another, The fact that the smallest
particles used in this study yielded essentially the same
results in the horizontal and vertical test sectionsfurther A
confirm this theory. With the larger (50 ,jr & 30M•) particles
a drag increase was observed in horizontal flow which may be
attributed to the observation of "segregated glow"_to such
an extent that many of the particles were transported through,
the horizontal sections in "bouncing flow". This "bouncing
flow" causes additional frictional pressure drop and in view
of the fact that the cross-sectional density of the particles
t
is not uniform and, therefore, the upper portion of the
horizontal sections are less affected by the particulate
flow, the net result is a drag increase for these larger
particles. As the flow becomes more dispersed (small%r
particles) the "segregated flow" is minimized, hence "drag
reduction" results. An interesting conclusion which may
I
166.
be drawn frr•-,: this investigatiert is that in a 1/8" tube the
maximum larag reduction" in ".lie horizontal sect.Lon may be
obtained with 100 avg. diameter particles since for particles
below 101//I the relaxation time wat.].d +:e ;m:allrr and "drag
reduction" would decrease; r^ rt2 a ;„
 for i?: w r isles above lOpp
-"segregared flow'- would tend to cause an incr(*ase in drag.
Photographs showi , i .^	A r*3 o. , i 1 o w patterns of the
particles under varying cot.d'r_ions of loading and Reynolds
number appear to confirm the i-s. -c that: the smaller particles
respond to the turbulent fluctuations of the fluid to a
greater extent than the larger particles.
	
The photographs
also show segregated flow in r}	 horizontal pyrex section.
These results will be presai, r -td	 in a later
section of the dissertation.
Orifice Coefficient . M	 By rtes. z ink the pressure drop acro€s
the orifice and assuming an average velocity of .8 times
the centerline velocity measured by the anemometer, orifice
coefficients were calcul atoul ko	 a' j: c. f the closed loop
runs at different particle loading -iaLios and Reynolds
numbers.
	
The results of these calculations are plotted on
figure 67 along with a curve representing the orifice
calibration obtained with pure air as the circulating fluid.
Dashed curve- representing a +	 5% deviation fro.,, this curve
are also shown.
	
Since very few data points fall outside of
these dashed curves it appears that the orifice coefficient
I
calibratior was not affected by the pre-^nre of particles
in the flow stream.
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The data points which fell outside the + 57, deviation
curves were examined and no clear cut trend could be discerned
with regard to particle size or concentration. Therefore,
it reould appear that these points aye the result of experimental
inaccuracies in either the velocity measured by the anemometer
or the orifice pressure drop or a combination of both.
The result: of this study therefore, seem to confirm
Orr's contention (ref. 64) that a properly calibrated orifice
can be used to determine gas mass flow rates for dilute
suspensions.
Turbulence measurements. - Measurements of the percent
turbulence at the centerline position of the tube were also
made for closed loop experiments with both pure air and
suspensions using the thsrmi.stcr probe previously described.
In order to obtain useful turbulence data from these
measurements it is necessary to relate the D.C. voltage and
the root mean square readings from the anemometer to the
bulk velocity ( TJ ) and the MIS value o`. the velocity
fluctuations in the direction of mean flow, ,u2 . This
can be obtained from the relation between the velocity and
the D.C. voltage for the Disa aneatiometer unit which is:
V2 - Vc2
 = BU 	 (54)
V,A ze B and n are experimental constants and U is the point
bulk _velocity.,_ Therefore, assuming u is small compared to
the bulk velocity, U we obtain
I ( ,q
 B-n ^2 - Vo2) 	 (55)
1
N.-
?,69.
From equation (54).
dU	 n W
-- V°---	 2dt
'at
	 s
upon rearrangement equation (56) becomes
f	 i	 dV
dU _. W _ ." ._ (V2 Vst^ _ 2V
d	
. t.^
n fV2 _ V02)
(56)
(57
therefore,
	
^	 _
r dr2	 g h (V^ m Vol )	 2 ^^	
V2 
	 (58)
^' clt	 n UY '' - Vo^^j^^
Since
r—^--
du 	
r--^	 dV2
n d
	
^^ 'a	 and; ° ,fir =	 V
C;RNi.S Voltage
equation (58) becomes
V u	 __, n(V2.__._.^^ 2 w 	 (59)
O )
In order to obtain the relative turbulence intensity,, defined
by	 32
(60)
f:
equation (59) is divided by equation (55) to yield
f
2 t,fi  /* ,L
U	 n (12 tlo
From the :anemometer calibrations previously performed it was
found that the relationship between velocity and voltage was
in agreement with King's law (see Appendix A) and n— 5,,
i
'L
n f	 f	
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so that
I ,_TuF a 4i^ ^^ 	 (61)0	 (Vz .  o )
and the percent turbulence is simply 100 I.
Another method of relating the root mean square and;
D.C. voltage to the relative intensity of turbulence is by
point to point calculations. In this procedure, the
calibration curves for each probe at each temperature are
used. The RMS voltage is divided by the slope of the curve
at the recorded D.C. voltage and yields the RMS fluctuating
velocity. This fluctuating velocity is than divided by
the value of velocity obtained from the anemometer calibration
at the recorded D.C. voltage so as to obtain the relative
intensity of turbulence. Values of I obtained using this
method were compared with those from equation (61) and
agreement to within 57. was found between the two approaches.
In this investigation the values of I reported are those
obtained using equation (61)
t
	
	
The pure gas turbulence results obtained in the downward
vertical leg of the loop with the probe in the centerline
position are presented as a function of gas Reynolds number
in figure 68. As can be seenfrom the figure, an increase
in Reynolds number results in a decrease in the centerline
percent turbulence This trend is consistent with the results;
of other investigators with both air (ref. 65) and liquids
(ref, 66). The explanation of this phenomenon appears to be
	
that"'as
,
 the Reynolds number is increased the thickness of the 	 4
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laminar sublayer is decreased and more turbulence occurs in
the vicinity of the wall resulting in a lower percent
turbulence in the center of :the tube. As the velocity decreases
the laminar sublayer becomes thicker and the turbulence in
the core and at the centerline increases.
The magnitude of the percent turbulence found in this
study, however, is substantially lower than that reported
in previous investigations. This is apparantly due to the
fact that the turbulent structure recovery after any obstruction
requires a longer length of undisturbed tubing (L/D = 150
(ref. 67)) than was available in this investigation. An
insufficient length to diameter ratio for turbulence
measurements results in lower values for the percent tur-
bulence in the stream. However, since the trend of the data
appear to be correct, a reliable estimate of the effect of
particles on the relative intensity of turbulence can be
obtained by using the ratio of I with and without particles
at any given gas Reynolds number.
Figures 69 - 73 represent plots of the results for the k
ratio of relative intensity of turbulence with and without
particles (I S /Ig ) as a function of suspension loading ratio:
for the five different particle types studied.- The data
for each particle size are plotted using three different
symbols each representing a different Reynolds number range.
As can be seen from the figures, no Reynolds number effect
is discernable in the Reynolds number range investigated
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Figure 74 is a compostto of the curves faired through
the data in figures 69 - 73. From this figure it is clear
that for all particle sizes the relative intensity of
turbulence increases as particles are added to the fluid.
This is consistent with the mc,del proposed by Saffman,
since removal of energy from the fluid by the particles in
the vicinity of the wall would result in a thickening of the
laminar sublay er and consequently an increase in the
centerline intensity of turbulence.
These trends are also observed for liquid drag reduction
and are also attributed to build up of the laminar sublayer
(ref. 68). The magnitude of the increase appears to be
indicative of the amount of drag reduction obtained for each
particle. The figure shows that the greatest increase in
turbulence is obtained with the 30µ particles followed by
the #981, X6279, #980, and 50A.. particles. With the ex-
ception of the 50,4,.. particles, this was the relative order
of the magnitude of drag reduction observed on the vertical
test section. The fact that the relative- intensity ratio
for the 50.A. particles is somewhat lower than would be
expected on the basis of the friction factor data cannot be
explained.
Unfortunately, turbulence measurements could- not be	 x
made in the horizontal test section as well as in the vertical
test section due to a combination of instrumentation, space,
and time limitations, Such information would be useful for
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The fact that no Reynolds number effect was discernable
for the centerline turbulence results; whereas a Reynolds
number effect was clearly evident with the friction factor
data appears to be due to the pure gas relations for these
results. The friction factor is somewhat dependent on
Reynolds number (see equation(34)) even for the pure gas
case; whereas, the relative intensity of turbulence at the
center of the tube is almost constant for the pure gas
in the range of Reynolds number studied (see figure 68).
It is therefore not surprising that no Reynolds number
effect on the centerline percent turbulence was noticed
in the relatively narrow Reynolds number ranges investigated.
In an effort to obtain additional information on the
effect of particles on the flowing gas, gas velocity profiles
were taker, using the anemometer probe. Velocity profiles
could not be made with the downstream pit;,t static section
due to persistent clogging of the impact tube. The shape
of the anemometer probe pr*.vented measurements of velocities
in the vicinity of the wall so that measurements could only
be made between 0 _ <.6	 In this narrow range the
0
gas velocity profile appeared to be slightly flatter with
the suspensions than predicted by the --T-th power law for
gases. These velocity profile data, however, are considered
to be somewhat unreliable due to difficulties experienced
in positioning the probe and the length of time required for
each traverse which caused a large temperature change during
the course :A the experiment, These data are therefore not
181.
presented in this dissertation.
Soo et al. (ref. 25), Peskin and Dwyer (ref. 22) and
	 f
McCarthy and Olson (ref. 28) have reported little or no
effect of particles on the gas velocity profile. Their work
in addition to the orifice results obtained in this
investigation (which were based on an average velocity of
.8 vc ) seem to indicate that the total velocity profile
is relatively unaffected by the presence of particles,
although a more intensive in estigation'of the gas velocity
profile in the presence of particles appears to be called
for .
Gross flow Uh2t2gra 2hy.. - Photographs were taken during some
closed-loop suspension runs so as to illustrate certain
aspects of the flow patterns of the suspensions. These
photographs were taken in the horizontal photographic section
shown in fig. 6. A relatively large depth of field was used
when taking these pictures so that gross flow patterns
could be observed. An Edgerton flash with a .5 microsecond
duration was placed below and aimed at the photographic section
so that the high speed flow patterns could be frozen.
Photographs taken by this procedure of the five
different particle sizes under various conditic.ns of flow and
loading are shown in figures 75 - 79. For each particle
size photographs for both the highest and lowest Reynolds
number range investigated are presented. For all particle
sizes except the #980 glass beads three different loadings
are illustrated by the pictures. Only two different loadings
T
r
()g	 25225
a) Loading ratio = .12
(Re )g = 143UU
b) Loading ratio = .02
d) Loading ratio - .22
r
Figure 75 : Gross flow photographs of 50,/- particles.
	 /Y-.,.
c) Loading ratio = .46
1
e) Loading ratio = .79	 f) Loading ratio = .52
a) Loading ratio • .12 b) Loading ratio as .04
c) Loading ratio = .50 d) Loading,; ratio = .45
e) Loading ratio = 1.44 f) Loading ratio = .66
7
(Re )as 25250-	 (Re)g= 13675
	
1^3
Figure 76 : Gross flaw photographs of 304t-particles.
77 : Grms. floc . photagraphs of #279 Glass Beads.Figure
(Rt)9 59u
a) I oading ratio	 .14
(Re )& s 144UU
b) Loading ratio m .G4
r ^^
IWO
r
c) Loacing ratio	
.8e d) L.ua d irk ratio =	 .3
^"	 din-..	 err
c) Loaeinl; ratio = 1.91	 f) loading ratio = •5^'
(Ra)g	 25942  5
a) Loading ratio = .lb
(RE )g = 15000
b) Loading ratio = .01
c) Loading ratio
	 1.3 d) Loading ratio m .12
e) Loading ratio 1.82.	 £t Loading ratio = .30
Figure 78: Gross flow photographs of #981 Glass Beads.
(F.e ) 27675
a) Loading ratio or .20
(Re)9 m 16200
i
ril
c) LoadinE's ratio	 •74
i
Ir
r
i
d) Loading ratio = .10
e) Loading ratio = 0.
Figure /9: Gross f low photographs of #980 Glass Beads.
F1870
conditions at each Reynolds number are shown for the #980
particles. The case of no' loading in the loop is shown by
figure 79e and can be used for the purpose of comparison.
By comparing the photographs for the 50^.. and 30,uw
cart icles (where drag increase was observed in the horizontal
section) to those for the smaller particles, certain flow
difference3 seem evident. Whereas, the 51)/,4-and 30 At particles
do not appear to be following the turbulent fluctuations
of the fluid to any great extent, the smaller particles show
wisps of particle eddies indicating that they are more closely
following the fluid flow. The 41980 glass beads shown in
figure 79 appear to have the greatest number of these eddies
as well as the smallest size.
The "segregated" flow phenomena is shown by figure 76
for the 30 /cn, glass beads. In this figure, the uneven
distribution of the particles with greater particle density
at the bottom than the top of the tube is clearly indicated.
By studying figures 75 - 79 it can be seen that this
effect diminishes as the particle size decreases. The
photographs for the 50,u, glass beads are somewhat more difficult
to analyze due to the fact that the camera was at a slightly
greater distance from the photographic test sections when
these pictures were taken. Consequently, less detail is
evident in the photographs.
The type of coating or accumulation visually observed
for the #980 glass beads is shown by figures 79b & d. The
fine structure of the coating and tendency to deposit in the
I
r1880
flaw direction are also indicated.
The photographic results presented above were all taken
through a horizontal test section. Although it would have
been desired to take photographs of the flow patterns in a
vertical section, this was not feasible due to severe space
limitations in the vicinity of the two pyrex vertical sections.
Particle size analysis. - The effect on the particle sizr.
and shape of continuous recirculating through the gas-solid
circulator and the closed loop was also investaf.gated during
the course of this study. Samples of particles which had
been continuously recirculated for long periods of time wAre
collected in the sintered tube shown in Figure 6 and particle
size distributions were obtained by use of a Coulter counter.
In addition to these recirculated samples, particle samples
taken before circulation in the loop were also analyzed.
The results of these analyses are presented in figures 80 -
84. Each figure has two curves, one representing the initial
size distribution c^ the particles and the other showing
the effect of recirculation on this initial distribution.
Figure 80 shows the "before" and "after" distribution
of what has been referred to previously as the 50,4&-particles.
The analysis indicated that the true average diameter of
these particles before recirculation was approximately
59^► 	 It should be noted at this point, however, that
some difficulties were experienced with this sample when using
the same solution for testing as with the other samples. The
sample was therefore reexamined by the Coulter counter using
t
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two other solutions. The results showed the same trend for
the size distribution but with mean particle diameters of 	 ,
44- and 46-
The "after" results for the 50 /A particles were obtained
from two different samples, each recirculated for approximately
the same length of time under similar conditions of particle
loading. These size distributions as indicated by the two
lower curves in figure 80 show mean diameters of 20.5-and
31µ,respectively. However, this in itself is quite a
deceptive statistic. The results from both samples indicate
that the distribution after recirculation has a double node,
one at a particle size of approximately 50p-and one around
301A-. This would appear to indicate that the observed
decrease in average particle diameter may not be the result
of attrition alone but may also be caused by contaminants
picked up during recirculation. Microscopic examination
of these samples also revealed the presence of smaller
irregular shaped, dark contaminants amongst the larger
spherical glass beads. A photograph of one of these samples
1. obtained using a metalograph is shown in figure 12b. Although
the photograph seems somewhat unclear, the larger particles
and smaller contaminants are visible. The figure also shows
that the size of the spherical glass beads are approximately
the same as those before recirculation. Due to the irregular
shape of the contaminants and their dark color it may be
concluded that they are small pieces of the metal loop
(probably near the elbows) which have been eroded away and
r
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become part of the recirculating stream.
The effect of recirculation on the 30 ,p- particles is
indicated in figure 81. The figure indicates that the mean
particle size before recirculation is approximately 34tv.;
whereas after recirculation the mean diameter is about
36,t,. . The fact that the size distributions appear relatively
close also seem to show that very little particle attrition
occurs for the 301,x, particles. Microscopic examination
revealed little or no contamination of the sample. The
metalography photographs for the 30 1u. particles, shown in
figure 13, also indicate that the particle sizes before
and after recirculation are roughly the same and show little
or no contamination of the sea sample.
Figure 82, which shows the effect or recirculation on
particle size for the 1p 279 glass beads, reveals that the
average particle diameters before and after recirculation are
25/,,A.and 201,/- respectively. The size distributions also
indicate a slightly higher percentage of finer particles after
recirculation. This would tend to indicate that there is
some particle attrition although not very much,for these
particular samples. The metalography photographs for these
particles shown in figure 14 do not indicate appreciable
attrition or contamination of the sample.
The size distributions for the #981 glass beads before
and after circulation through the loop are indicated in
figure 83. A comparison between figures 82 and 83 reveals
that the size distributions both before and after recirculation
4
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for the #981 beads are very similar to those for the #279
particles. The only difference appears to be that br'"ore
recirculation, the X6279 beads have a larger percent of
coarser material than the 66981 particles. The mean diameters
of the #981 beads as obtained from the figure are 20/,.and
181w, before and after recirculation, respectively. Tho
analysis indicates little evidence of particle attrition
or contamination of the sample. These observations can also
be made of the metalographic photographs of the X6981 beads
shown in figure 15.
The smallest particles used in this investigation were
the X6980 glass beads, for which size distribution curves are
presented in figure 84. These curves show that the average
diameters before and after circulation are 7 ,,4.4- and 8.51.4.
respectively, The shape of the curves also indicates that
little or no particlE attrition occured as a result of
recirculating these particles through the loop. There does,
however, appear to be some inconsistency between the results
at the coarser end of the distribution. The after sample
contains a larger percentage of coarse material as well as some
large particles. This is probably due to contamination of the
sample to a slight degree by recirculating through the system.
Metalography photographs of the #980 glass beads both before
and after recirculation are shown in figure 16. Although
the figures do not indicate any inconsistencies of the sample,
such contaminations would be difficult to see in a photograph
due to the relatively small number of large contaminants
I19.
req%iired to effect the results reported using the Coulter
counter.
In conclusion it appears that particle attrition does
not occur to any large extent with any of the particles
tested, with the possible exception of 50^ A- particle so However,
the particle size reduction for the 50/-.,- particles appears
to be mainly due to erosion of small pieces of metal from
the loop by the particles and their subsequent addition to
the fluid stream.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
A closed-loop system capable of continuously recirculating	 o-
gas-solid suspensions has been built. This system was used to
measure pressure dropsy gas velocities, turbulence intens-
ities and particle concentrations with the aid of a solid
state anemometry unit and a specially designed and calibrated
two-phase mass flow meter. Five different sizes of glass
beads were studied during the investigation at three dif-
ferent gas Reynolds number ranges for both a vertical and
horizontal test section. From the results of this investi-
gation the following conclusions can be reachedo
1. "Drag reduction" does occur with gas-solid suspensions
for both horizontal and vertical test sections.
2. The results from the horizontal section in the
I ding ra4io range 'up to 2,.5 indicate that the
"drag reduc*ion" is greatest for the smallest
particles (approximately 20%)o Drag increases
of as much as 40% were noted when the two largest
size particles were circulated.
3. The vertical test section results for the same
loading ratios indicate that "drag reduction" is
at an optimum for the 30/v-particles (approximately
757,)and that the amount of drag reduction decreases
for the larger or smaller particles,
4. Except for the smallest particle size, the fric*ion
factor results for the vertical section were always
lower than the horizontal section. For the smallest
r	 -^
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particles the magnitude of the friction factor ratios
in both sections was essentially the same.
5. The friction factor results for the vertical section
can be explained by an analytical model proposed by
Saffma n ( ref. 47) which indicates that due to the
relaxation time of the particles, energy is extracted
from the fluid stream instead of being dissipated at
the wall.
6, The horizontal results cannot be explained by this
theory because of gravitational effects which cause
"bouncing" and ''segregated" flow in the section.
7. At any suspension concer`ration the results from both
test sections indicate that the lower the Rr-,-nolds
number the higher the ratio of suspension to gas
friction factor. Phis Reynolds number trend has
been reported in many previous experimental invest-
igations, even with large particles.
8. This investigation is the first reported experi-
mental study in which a thermistor anemometer probe
was used for gas velocity determination in a gasp
solid suspension.
9. Calibrations of these thermistor probes obey King's law
but are quite sensitive to temperature and are
therefore required at a number of different tempera-
tures.
10. These probes do not break when placed in the gas-
solids stream even for very long periods of time.
c
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Periodic checks on the calibration, and a continual
check of the zero flow readings when working with
the suspensions, indicate that the probe is
essentially unaffected by the particles.
11. Orifice coefficient results based on anemometer
velocities for both pur gas and suspensions show
no discernible effect of particles. This confirms
previous contentions that an orifice plate may be
used to meter gas Mow in gas-solids suspensions
and is further evidence that the anemometer is
essentially unaffected by the presence of the
particles in the loading ratio range studied.
12. Studies of the flowing suspension concentration as
a function of the weight of particles added to the
system indicate that the smaller particles are
initially more difficult to entrain and settle out
at smaller concentrations than the large particles.
This agrees with Soo's contention (ref. 45) that
the saltation velocity goes through a minimum with
a decrease in particle size so that very small particles
actually require a higher velocity to keep them in
suspension than larger particles.
13. Gross flow photographs of the horizontal test section
indicate that the smaller particles are more easily
dispersed in the gas and follow more closely the
turbulent fluctuations in the fluid velocity.
t
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14. The photographs also illustrate the "segregated" flow
phenomena exhibited with large particle flows in the
horizontal section..
15. Measurements of the intensi'--y of turbulence taken in
the downward vertical section of the loop for the pure
gas indicate that over a large Reynolds number range
the intensity of turbulence increases as the Reynolds
number decreases. The trend is consistent with
previous investigations and can be attributed to a
buildup of the laminar sub-layer at lower Reynolds
numbers.
16. The turbulence results, however, are substantially
lower in magnitude than those found in previous
investigations. This	 a-ttributed to an insuf,
ficient length of undisturbed tubing from the
orifice to the anemometer probe (see Figure 6).
The net result of this small L/D ratio is a decrease
in the magnitude of the centerline turbulence although
the correct trend with Reynolds number is still obtained.
Ratios of the relative intensity of turbulence between
the pure gas and the suspension should therefore reflect
the effect of particles on the turbulence.
17. Results from these intensity ratio data for the five
particle sizes investigated indicate that the percent
turbulence at the center of the tube increases as
particles are added to the system. This is consistent
with Saffman`s model since extraction of energy from
e
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the fluid by the particles in the vicinity of the wall
would result in a thickening of'ths laminar sub-layer and	 ♦ 1
a consequent increase in the centerline turbuleu,^a0
180 The intesity of turbulence results do not show a
discernible Reynolds number effect at any loading
ratio for any of the particles investigated, This
is probably due to the relatively small Reynolds
number range . studiedo
19. The centerline turbulence intensity ratio appears-to
be an indicator of drag reduction since the higbeat
intensity ratio was observed for the 30y. particles
where.the greatest drag reduction was also obaervedo
With the exception of the 501* glass beads, the higher
the relative intensity ratio, the more drag reduction
obtained,
20. Particle size analysis reveals little particle
attrition with all particles except the 50 micron
particles,
21, Particle size analysis of the 50 micron sample after
recirculation in the closed loop,, reveaAs that this
sample may have been contaminated by metal eroded
from the loop,
x
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VI. RECUK:.HIML I(Nj FCR FUTURE' .,CRK
evhile a great deal of new information ha- been obtainer
from this investigation, there are still mama unanswered
questions which should be resolved. For example: Will
drag reduction still be ovservec with particles larger than
SO,pL, in the vertical section? How important are electro-
static effects? Is there any difference between pressure
drop measurements taken in test sections of different materials,
e.g., glass or metal? ::hat effect does particle size have on
the strain gage calibration? 0hat effect does the particle
material (composition, density, shape, etc.) have on the
pressure drop?
In addition to answering some of these questions it
would be very valuable to be able to measure both the gas and
particle velocity profiles in the tube. The gas velocity
profiles can be readily measured with out present anemometer
unit using a modified thermistor probe. Particle velocity
profiles have been successfully measured by McCarthy and Olson
(ref.28) and others using special photographic techniques.
A knowledge of the slip velocity of the particles at different
radial positions in the tube in both the horizontal and
,vertical test section is necessary to test the particle
stabilizing theory of Saffman (ref.47) as well as to develop
a mathematical model to describe the experimental results.
It would also be very desirable to have measurments of the
intensity of turbulence at different radial positions in the
tube especially in the vicinity of the wall.
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The effect of the particli.s on the turbulent energy
spectra, would be important rVr the formulation cf a model,
This information could be obtained by use of a spectrum
analyzer in conjunction with the anemometer and the experi-
mental loop. Increasing the length of undisturbed tubing
prior to taking turbulence measurements would also give
more significance to the turbulence data obtained.
Photographs of the gross flow patterns in the vertical
test section as well as turbulence measurements in the
horizontal section would also further elucidate the phenomena,
Several instrumentation additions would tend to improve the
accuracy of the data obtained. K linearizes which would result
in straight line anemometer ,calibrations and allow the percent
turbulence to be read directly would shorter data taking and
processing time as well as improve the acctT acy of the data.
In view of difficulties experienced in positioning and moving
the anemometer probe when making traverses across the tube,
the development of an improved traversing system (preferably
automatic)is also necessary
r
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VII. LIST OF SYMBOLS
Symbols Definitions Units
a constant defined by equation(46) dimensionless
A cross sectional area of tube (L2)
AD parameter defined by equation(18) dimensionless
b constant defined by equation(46) of
B experimentally determined constant
in equation (54) It
B function of dimensionless group
Cep	 (CD)' (see equation (17) IV
CD drag coefficient
C 
specific heat
Cv orifice coefficient dimensionless
D tube diameter (	 L	 )
D 
particle diameter ( L	 )
Fanning friction factor dimensionless
f Blasius friction factorB
= 4 x Fanning friction factor
f 
pure gas friction factor
fm friction factor defined by equation (22)
f particle friction factor
f suspension friction factor based onthe suspension density
f suspension friction factor based on
s the pure gas density
F force (	 F )
FD drag force ( F
FG function defined by equation (16) dimensionless
Fr Froude number "
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List of Symbols (cont.)
Symbols Definitions Units
g acceleration of gravity (L/t2)
gc gravitational constant /N^)
G mass velocity l(F, /L 2t)
h convective heat transfer (Q/L2T)
coefficient
I relative turbulence intensity dimensionless
k Von Karma n constant of
kl, k2 constants defined by equation (37) to
k1', k2' constants defined by equation (44)
kl", k2" constants defined by equation (46)
K modified Von Karman constant
defined by equation (20)
1 function of	 Re (CD)^ defined
by	 (11^equation
L length of pipe (	 L	 )
m mass ( M )
n number of particles per unit
volume of mixture dimensionless
n experimental constant in it
equation(54)
P pressure (F/L2)
LAP pressure drop (F/L2)
pPa acceleration pressure losses (F/L2)
L:^IPh gravity pressure head in (F/L2)
vertical section
.NPm measured pressure drop (F/L 2)
&Pmc measured ^ressure drop corrected
of manometer 2(F/L )for length	 leads
R universal gas constant
r
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List of Symbols (cont.)
Symbols	 Definition
Re	 Reynolds number
t	 time
T temperature
fluctuating velocity
point bulk velocity
bulk velocity
velocity
terminal settling velocity
anemometer D.C. voltage,
root mein square voltage,
initial root mean square velocity
strain gage readout
strain gage readout for pure
gas flow
no flow anemometer D.C. voltage
mass flow rate
density
bulk density
particle loading ratio
(Cp ) p/ (Cp ) g ratio of specific
heats
microns
Units
dimensionless
( t )
( T )
('L/t)
(L/t)
(L/t)
(L/t)
(L/t)
(volts)
(volts)
(volts)
(volts)
(volts)
(volts)
(M/t)
(M/L3)
(M/L3)
dimensionless
of
( L )
U
U
U
v
vps
V
Vrms
Vrmso
V ST
V STO
Vo
W
P
P^
b
AAL-
R
R212.
List of Symbols (cont.)
Subscripts	 6
s	 suspension
g gas
p particle
1	 initial
2	 final
avg average
f fluid
t
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IX. APPENDIX A
METHODS OF CALCULATION AND SAVPLE COMPUTATIONS
1. Pitot-Static 'Section Velocity Profiles.
Velocity data u•:i^g the downstream pitot-static section
were obtained across the tube diameter at the following
positions:
Distance from top inner tube
Position
	
wall. (inches)
1 .031
2 .071
3 .131
4 .201
5 .301
6 .441
7 .581
8 .681
9 .751
10 .801
11 .841
WLth exception of is 11 and 6 these are the positions
recommended (ref. 69) for a standard 10 point traverse for
obtaining average velocity in circular tubes. Positions 1
and 11 were used instead of those recommended because
the size of the impact tube precluded the possiblity of
measurement closer to the tube wall. Position 6 corresponds
to the center of the tube, within the accuracy of the
manual traverse used for positioning. Although measurements
at the center of the tube are not necessary for the standard
10 point traverse, these measurements were taken so that
the resulting velocity profiles could be compared with those
predicted by the 1/7th power law using the centerline
velocity.
t
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The data necessary to determine each velocity were the
pitot static pressure drop and the temperature of the
flowing air,
V = Cpt 2g, ( QPp)
A-1
where
= 00808( 492(40-R)	 A°2
and Cptp the pitot tube coefficient, was found to be unity.
a sample computation for obtaining the average velocity
from the raw data is presented below. Since the computations
at each position along the tube are essentially the same only
calculations for one position will be illustrated.
Data from typical run were as follows*
position - 6
T = .935 my = 74.25 OFP = . 0808 ( 492 ) = .0744 lb
(53-4-7)	 f
v = 8.03 r
d
v = 29.4 - AP
The pressure drop was measured using three instruments:
an R. Feuss micromanometer reading mm of water, a movable leg
manometer reading in feet of water, and a hook gage reading
in inches of water. It was therefore necessary to convert
each reading into lb/ft 2 . The instrument readings were:
a) Micromanometer, - &P = 16.75mm H 0
	
-&P = 16.75mm H 2O x .003281 ft	 62.2 1b = 3. 425 lb
	
mm	 ft7	 f
f,
I
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b) Movable leg manometer, .,&P = .0550 ft.of H 2O -4P =
.0550 ft.x 6202 lb = 3.425 lb
ft	 ft2
c) Hook gage, -ZAP = .6635 in. H2O, - OP a .6635 in, x
62.2 lb x 1 ft = 3.44 lb
fI TL Mn	 I
The velocities obtained were:
Micromanometer - v = 29.4T3.425 = 54.4 ft
sec
Movable Leg	 - v = 29.4 3.425 = 54.4 ft
sec
Hook Gage	 - v = 29.4,/3.44 = 54.6 ft
sec
similar calculations were performed at the remaining ten
positions in the tube. These velocities were then plotted
as a function of tube position on arithmetic graph paper.
A curve was faired through the points to represent the
velocity profile. Representative values of the velocity
were then read from the curve at each radial positon (r)
where data were obtained. These velocities were then multiplied
by r. For the example under consideration, these results were
tabularized as follows:
Position	 r	 v
	 yr
6 .0035 54.4 .19G
7 .1435 51.6 i.40
5 :.1.365 52.8 7.23
8 .435 47.8 11.62
4 ,2365 49.5 11.70
9 ,3135 44.0 13.78
3 A065 45.7 14.02
10 .3635 39.9 14.50
2 .3665 41.1 15.08
11 .4035 34.2 13.79
1 .4065 33.5 13062
W .4375 0
0
e 
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An arithmetic plot of yr as function of r was then prepared
as shown in figure A.i,
The average velocity v is defined by
v=2 Tr vrdr
Tr roz	 A-3
so that upon substitution of x4375 for ro , equation A-3 becomes
//
	 v = 10445^vr dr
The value tr dr was determined by finding the area under
the curve shown in figure A-1 by use of a polar planimeter.
for the example under consideration the area was 4.08. So
that,
v = 4.08 (10.45) = 42.7 ft
sec
and
v = 42.7 = .788sc 3^
2. Anemometer Calibration.
Five thermistor probes were calibrated using the down-
stream pitot-static section during the course of the invest-
igation. For the sake of brevity a sample calculation for
only one probe at one temperature and one velocity will be
illustrated below. A typical calculation was performed as
follows°
DATA.
Probe #5	 RPM = 13200
T = .95 my = 750F
Pa = .0743
^= 6.75 lb2 (after conversion from ma water)
ft
7
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vc
 = 2g c dPnt
eg~
V =	 6404 (6.75)
	
ft
c	 = 29.4
	 6.75 = 76.5 
sec.
V = 6.065 volts
Vo = 3.745 volts	 RPM = 0
Data were calculated in a similar manner for all velocities
at a minimum of 6 temperatures between T = .90 and 1.20 mv.
A typical curve showing the relation between V and v  at a
given temperature is shown in figure A2. A series of these
curves for at least six different temperatures was then
crossplotted so as to obtain a curve of V as a function of
T with v c as a parameter (see figure 20). King's law for
flow around a cylinder would predict that the relation
between V and v  would take the following form:
V2 e
 Vo ` = Bvcn
for the anemometer unit used in this investigation. If this
were so, a plot of log (V2 m Vo l ) as a function of log
v  would result in a straight line of slope n. Such a plot
is shown in figure A3 for three different temperatures
using probe #5. As can be seen,the resultant curves are
three straight lines of slope approximately equal to .5 as
predicted by King's law.
3. Friction Factor and Reynolds Number.
The gas Reynolds number and the Blasius friction
factor for the horizontal and vertical test sections were
s
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calculated from the following equations-,
(Re)g = vD	 A-5
µ
fg = 2gc d,PD
vT L	 A-6
where	 is the average gas density, v is the average velocity
through the test section, and D and L are the diameter and
length of each section respectively, The average velocity
was obtained by one of three methods. If a velocity profile
was available, the average velocity calculated as outlined in
section A-1 was used. If no velocity profile data was avail-
able, then a value of .8 v  was usedo The centerline velocity
was obtained either by the anemometer probe in the downward
vertical section or the pitot-static section in the lower
horizontal portion of the loop. With either method cor-
rections for static pressure difference in the horizontal
section and both static pressure and diameter differences
in the vertical section had to be made. Since the anemometer
probe was calibrated against the downstream pitot-static
section which remained at atmospheric pressure throughout the
experiment, the static pressure where the velocity measured
ments were made was assumed to be atmospheric. Sample cal-
culations of a typical run where the centerline velocity was
obtained with the anemometer will be presented below. The
pressure drops were measured with the R. Feus nicromanometer
and have been converted to lb2 in the manner illustrated inH
section 1.
c
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DATA.
RPM	 L3200.
T	 770P
v  -	 77.3 ft (as obtained from anemometer
fie+	 calibration curve)
^U- =	 ; .0169 /1488)^/( 537 /492) •= 1.188 x 10" 5
	1b
Tt.-se^
.0808 ( 492 )
	.074' ib/ft3
537
Horizontal test section:
Ps
 tp 1.5 in Hg
 gauge
Li Par: '- 4. 2 8	 y r
i;.
P	 = .0808	 492	 1 3'.. 4 )( ^i: ) 09 y	 lb- .0777'^ft
V -_
8V  (`.^7^
	
.8 (72.3')	 (. 9 5.5)
	 58.9	 —ft—
see
D _ .072'9	 ft
"?e) _.= *1 -
	
-7iL(58.9) (.0729;	 >:	 28126g<:	
^8 x l0 -
fg 4 2; - PD	 X 64.4)(4,28)(.0729) _ .Q224
y^	 D	 x.77	 58.x(3 33)
Vertical test se:tiono
Pl == 2.00 in Hg gauge
41.Pm =i , 7	 1
ft
Sinca the pressure drop is very small compared to the static
pressure and because the loop flow is essentially isothermal,
acceleration effects are negligible and bP = LP., for both
vertical and horizontal test sections.
+'"1
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P = .0741 (31 .9 )
 = .0790 lb/ft3
Q9 A
Since the diameter of the anemometer probe section is 7/8" and
that of the vertical test section is 1'',
Ao = .765
R
therefore,
v = .8 '77,3) ( ,0741 )
  
(..765) = 44.5 ft
 .0790 es c
D = .0833 ft.
L = 2.5 ft.
(Re)g = FiD =
..
.0790 (44.5)(.0833) = 24650
A-06
	 1.188 x 10`^^
fg = 2gc PD = ( A /A , ( 1.737)(.OR33) = .0239
Q	 (.0790)(44.5)Z (2.5)
4. Orifice Coefficient.
Calculations of the orifice coefficient were based on
a mean velocity determined by using the center tine velocity
from the anemometer multiplied by .8. The coefficient was
determined using the relation
A- 7
gc	 Q
where &P is the pressure drop through the orifice, Pis
the density of the gas upstream of the orifice, a is the
average velocity through the orifice and o is the ratio of
the diameter of the orifice to that of the upstream channel.
It should be noted that equations recommended for the
i1
Ic
224.
calculation of the coefficient of discharge for ga;^ flow
generally include an expansion factor, Y. For ircomprTss-
ible flow this factor is unity. Since the primary interest
of the orifice coefficient results is in the effect of the
particles on the coefficient, this factor has been assumed
to be unity in all orifice coeffici-ut calculations. A
r
sample calculation fo.- a Typical experimental condition
is given below. 'rhe date .-xcorded were as follows:
RPM = 13200
T =7707
pressure at upstream orifice top - 1.00 in Hg
pressure drop through the orifice = 16.8 in. of 1.75 SG
gage fluid = x:9.4 in. of water = 1.52 lb 2
^c = 77.3 ft
sec
diameter of orifice = .435 in,
D = .875 in
.435 = .497
.875
u- .0741 ( 30.9 )
 = .0767 lb/ft3
correcting the anemometer velocity for pressure and area
differences through the orifice,
v = .8v': ;40741 ) (^
@z
v = .8(77.3) (.967) (2.01) 2 = 232 ft
sec
(1- j^4 ) = .939
r'
2250
r
so ha. 9
C."
	 761'232	 ,939
.0157) 232
	 e7^,'
n	 mQ-)
,43'>
Rem 	 (uD	 —	 ^07b%) 23G,1-;2 -)	 56640
Rg^s: 10—D
The fact that the calculated results of orifice coeffi-
cient as a function of ? , eynolds number are in good agreement
with those given in reference ^9 for circular square edged
orifices seems to indicate that the assumption that Y=1 is
not unreasonable
5. Strain Gage Calibration.
The two phase flow meter also required calibration for
-ne pure gas condition. This was done using both open and
closed loop configurations. In the open"•'-oop configuration
velocities were determined by tjle pressure drop from a
calibrated pitot tube locate-4 as illustrated in figure 10.
In the closed loop studies velocities were aetermined by
anemometryo A sample calculation for an open loop situation
is shown below*
RPM — 13500
VST 03000 my
1&Pn 6.60 1'n
ft
T = 740F
0608 (492) = ,0745 bb
5"s1+	 ft
r226
3c
 = 29.5 6,60 = 75.8 ft
sec
vc
 = 5^3	 lb
ft^ see
For the closed loop configuration no calculation is required,
()PEN LOUT CALCULATIONS
Open loop calculations were performed mainly in the
alibration of the two phase flow meter with suspension flow.
In this procedure the mass flow rate of solids was calculated
by dividing the weight of particles collected by the time
required for collection. The centerline mass velocity was
calculated as outlined in section 5 and the strain gage out-
put was read directly form the recorder. No other calculations
were required,
CLOSED LOOP CALCULATIONS
1. Mass F l ow Ratios, - Mass flow ratios were calculated
using the relation.
V•ST,
	
1.238
0'? 1_
	
, ^^^'.
	
. 59(	 (48 )
ee
derived s shown previously.
A sample computation for a typical experimental run is
shown below, '~or this run the dat: obtained were as follows:
RPM = 9500° F
Weight added o 80,0 gms - #981 GLASS BEADS
VST	 .3100 mgr
.i	 = 82.1
P V  = 3,82 lb
ft -sec (obtained from anemometry)
I
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° 3100	 - ° 590 1°238
° 0217 (3 ° 82) °
°62
2 ° Fricton Factors.
Friction factors for the horizontal section were calcu-•
lated in the same manner as shown earlier for the pure gas
case. This is so because of the definition of f s o which is
based on gas properties. The vertical test section friction
factors when determined with suspensions as the working fluids
must be corrected for the head of solids in the vertical
section. This is accomplished by defining
'6
. P  = AP  ° ry( egL	 (53)
A sample computation for a typical run is shown below.
For this run the data obtained were as follows,
RPM 9500
Weight added 80 ° 0 grams - #981 glass beads
VST = ° 3100 my
T = 82 ° 1 0 F
vc = 3 ° 82 lbw_ (obtained from
'ft-sec anemometry.),
Vertical sectiont%P.` = .8281 lb (converted from mm water)
ft
Ps = 1 ° 10 in Hg gauge
The calculations are as follows,
06157 (as shown in previous section)
v = °8(3°82)
the average mass velocity in the vertical test section must
228
be corrected Lor area difference, so that
': ) vert = .8(3.82) (49) = 2.34 Llbft sec
eg = .0808 () , •_331	 - .0762 1b42 
ft 
&Pf - .8281 - .,615; (.0 7162) (30)
AP = 8281 a .1170 = .7111 1b
ft2
f s ' = AP f 2g c D
( `' Vert v Vert L
so that,
f	 ( 0 71 11;	 .4) ^'^ - .0211
(TV
The gas Reynolds number calculated u6,r?g
	
vert
is found to be 16380. Using the relation
fg = Our	 5	 32e
(Re-
which was found to be a good .fit for the vertical test section
data,
f =	 ,0280
g
so that
rs
_	
_
.0211 _
	 754.r— .
g
3. Orifice Calculations. Orifice calculations for the case
of suspension flow were made exactly as outlined earlier for
the ?ure gas case.
4. Turbulence Calculations. - Turbulence calculations for both
4
229,
pure gas and suspens'.on cases were made in the same manner
using the relation
% TURBULENCE = 400 Vrms
	
(61)
^2
0
A typical calculation was as follows,
Wt = 35 gms - #279 Glass beads.
V = 5.790 volts
(Re) g = 19796 (calculated using
anemometer calibration)
.0602 (as illustrated previously)
V0 = 3.67 volts
Vas = .0092 volts
Probe in centerline position.
So that,
% Turbo = 400 5.79;1(.0092)
(5.7(3.67)
% Turb. = 1.062
The ratios I s/T
9
 were calculated using the pure gas turbulence
results at a given Reynolds number. For example from figure 68.
T  = . 01038
so that,
is = .01062 = 1.0231- 
.01038
g
e
Sr
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X. APPENDIX B
INSTRUMENTATION READING ERRORS
This section of the dissertation will present the magnitude
of the instrumentation errors encountered during this
investigation. A more complete error analysis would not
yield significant results because the major errors encountered
in this study were probably due to the assumptions made for
calculation purposes. For example, what is the error
involved in assuming that the average velocity is .8 v 
for suspension flow? What error is involved in the calculation
of loading ratio for all size particles using the calibration
obtained for the 301 glass beads? These are questions which
cannot be answered at the present time. So that, until future
investigations clarify the errors involved in these assumptions
a complete error analysis is really not possible.
An alternative to the preferred error analysis is
simply listing the instrumentation reading errors. Thus,
if at some future date the inaccuracies involved in the
assumptions arA- determined a more complete error analysis
could be undertaken.
The instruments read during the course of this investigation
include the Brush recorder (for both temperature and strain
gage readout), the R. Feuss micromanometer (for both pressure
drop and pitot tube velocity) the digital voltmeter (for
anemometric velocity measurement) the RMS voltmeter (for
turbulence measurements), U-tube manometers (for static
pressure measurements) and an electrical timer and triple
I
c
r
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beam balance (for open loop calibration).
For thermocouple readout the Brush recorder was used
only with a 10 P V /div Eensitivity., This means that it could
be read accurately only to the nearest 5µV ° Five microvolts
corresponds to about .3 0F for chromel=alumel thermocouples
in this temperature range,. So that an average temperature
reading error would be
r
ST	
.3 - .004 or .4%
-75
The two phase flow meter readout on the Brush recorder
was measured with the 10)"1'3
  
v 
sensi-:ivity for readout u to
.50 my and with the 20 div sensitivity for readout between
° 50 mv °
 and :1.00 mv, So that the average reading errors on
both sales would be
4r
' "'	 _ • C ! 5
O ^
and
ST = .010
 o_7S-
'ST 
.02 = 2 %. 9 "i0 Uv ajv sensitivity
.0133 = 130 9 20dv- sensitivity.
The R. le-^?ss micromanometer has a reading accuracy of
.5% of full. scale reading, For an average piece of velocity
profile data where
& PPT = 167.5 x .10 ( Scale factor) := 16.75mm H2O
oFPT = .005 ;200) x .10 = .10 mm H2O
so that the reading error is
(	 PT,^
-	 .10	
= 00597 = .6015
Whenever possible these micromanometers were read
on the most sensitive scale available so that most of the
z
i
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readinc=s werr over 100 divislon.E using the particular ar:
facto and the relative reading error was small as illustrat,
above It should also be ncYed that the pitoY	 h pressure
drop error results in only half the error
	 elocity, due
to the relationship between the two (see equa icon
For pressure drop the same error is obtained as shown
above. For a typical a_z P Fa:.c:h pressure drop of a flowing
suspension,
aPm = 10:00 x.	 ..2 (scale fa,--tor) x	 003281 x 6202 = 4o287b2
D Pm _ :005 (200) x o2 x 003281 x 62.2 = .0404j•b2
so that,,
^Pm)_
..
	,)G—	
,009": = 1%/^}Pm
	
—4028
k^r every :nemome,.-ric veloe7Lty determination two reading
errors resulted fzc:n r rlt c Lg y tal voltmeter, one in the zero
reading -:he other with '^ .he flow measu.rment o Hence, for a
typical case, realizing that the instrument can be read to
the nearest .002 vol't's (. with the sensitivity of 10 -volts
full scale),
Vo_	 X002 ._ .000533
	 .05`70V&_	 3 1^145
and
V°002	
= 00033 = 003%V_ _ f,__^5	 0
The small values of these errors are misleading, however,,
in that they are only instrument reading errors and do not
include calibration or temperature correction errors which
are incurred when converting the recorded voltage to a
velocity.
The RN_S Voltmeter may be read to the nearest ° 0002 volts
1
:Y
k:.
f
I
I2330
(using the stile employed throughout this investigation),
hence for a typical case
Vrms = ,0092
SVrms = .0002
and
_0002
Vrms 	.0O-g2 	 00217 = 202%
The U-tube manometers may be read to of inch of the
gage fluid in each leg. For a typical static pressure
measurement, -here
Ps = 10 5 ia. Hg gague
the reading error :incurred would be
8 Ps i 2	 n 133 = 13.3`7,
^ _ wo5
However, the b Ps of ,2 iu Kg is almost negligible when
the static pressure is Converted to in . Hg absolute, for
example
b Ps ° 2 = ,006375 = 064%P  zbsolute) _ 31.4
For the crifi.ce calibration a typical error would be,
for the case of LPo = 16,8 in, of 1075 SG gage fluid
& 
PG -	 "4
L^-Po -	 16, 8 00119 = 1,19% 
The open loop calibration required only three significant
measurements aside from pitot tube and recorder output. Two
weighi.ngs (an initial and final weight) and a time of
operation. The errors incurred would be as follows for the
worst cases of each measurement,
Wt = 250,0 gms
2 S Wt = .2 gms
;" r
